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Abstract 

 

Background 

An informal clinical model (CM) with a strong empirical basis describes health and 

disease and the transition between them. Here CM is formalized in category theory. 

 

Results 

The healthy human body and its environment are represented by two connected 

categories. Each object is an ordered triplet consisting of an agent, a carrier and a 

location. Morphisms between triplets changes the agent, carrier or location. 

Morphisms that change agents model cell differentiation, mutations, enzyme 

reactions and electrical activities.  Morphisms that change carriers model inheritance, 

cellular processes such as secretion and endocytosis, and the transfer of 

microorganisms between species.  
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Patients are modeled by categories consisting of a list Õp of objects Op and morphisms 

between them. The etiology E is a category with objects called agents A. Virulence V 

is a morphism that translocates A on a healthy person PH from E into a healthy primary 

affected object Op and causes disorder Op
D according to V:A,PH,E→A,Op

D,S. An 

example is hepatitis A virus infection V:HBVA, PH, Water Supply→HBVA, 

Hepatocyte disorder,S. The pathogenesis PPS is a morphism that sends signal S 

from Op
D to secondary affected objects OS where it triggers the reaction R as 

expressed by PPS:A,Op
D,S)→OS,R. The pathogenetic mechanism response (PM) is 

PSP:OS,R→A,Op
D,PM with PM in Op

D. A typical example is PSP○PPS:HBVA, 

Hepatocyte disorder,S→HBVA, Hepatocyte disorder,IR4 where IR4 is the 

immune reaction type 4. More complex pathophysiological processes are modeled by 

composing individual pathogenetic mechanisms to reach a tertiary affected body part 

OT. The composition PSP○PPS○V:A,PH,E→A,Op
D,PM defines disease (D) and 

PSP○PPS:’’,Op
D,’’→’’,Op

D,PM a syndrome  (S). Thus, D=PSP○PPS○V and S=PSP○PPS. 

These two composites transform a healthy person category PH into a disordered  

patient category PD. The transformation is abbreviated to I:PH→PD. A hierarchy of 

categories capture the size range of objects and agents from the macroscopic level 

to the submolecular level. 

 

Conclusions 

This study shows that a formal CM can be developed in category theory. The etiology 

category, and healthy and disordered categories contain objects and morphisms 

between that model the required structures and functions. Composition of virulence 

and pathogenesis morphisms formalize the concepts of disease and syndrome. The 

formal CM makes out a coherent clinical theory that corresponds with clinical and 

laboratory experience. 

 

Key words  

Clinical model, formal theory, medicine, category theory. 

 

Background 

The biopsychosocial model is hard to formalize and is rarely used in medical research 

(Alonso 2004, Sulis 2017). Deep causal models in Model-Based Diagnosis (MBD) 

systems are said to be more efficient than classical rule-based systems, but it is “very 
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difficult to explain a real-world patient evolution using theoretical descriptions of 

diseases.” (Palma 2006) and “…formal representation for automatic classification of 

cases was out of scope, … .” (Balkanyi 2014). Informal biological categories allow us 

to recognize similarities between physically distinct systems (Sober 1993). Statistics 

deliver correlations, but no causal biological networks (Nowak 2017). The description 

of human beings by heterogeneous terms such as connectomes, metabolomes, and 

proteomics and genomics makes it hard to construct unified representation but work 

on this problem is in progress. 

 

Cause-and-effect network models are becoming increasingly popular. More than 

eighty such models, describing processes involved in cell proliferation, cell fate, cell 

stress, and inflammation have been published (Martin 2014). Ernst and co-workers 

have recently built a knowledge base consisting of 13 relations covering genes, 

organs, diseases, symptoms, treatments, as well as environmental and lifestyle risk 

factors (Ernst 2015).  

 

Theoretical biology uses standard mathematical constructs derived from 

mathematical models used in physics (Fagerström 1996, Goodwin 1992). But some 

maintain that biological objects and their environment are not reducible to 

contemporary mathematics and physics (Penrose 1991, Casti 1996). Such views are 

largely based on mathematical paradoxes that involve the infinite, the real line and 

Gödel’s theorem. But biological systems are finite and discrete and such systems do 

not attract foundational mathematical problems. We are free to choose tools that are 

free from paradoxes. Therefore, I opt for a discrete theory built on graph theory. 

 

Graph theory is widely used for modeling in medicine (Newman 2006). Annotated 

digraphs represent anatomy, and can be coupled with functions, gene expression 

patterns and phenotype information (Hayamizu 2005). Metabolic and social networks, 

pedigrees and epidemiological models are built from graphs (Newman 2003). 

Chemical substances (Wilson 1972) and metabolic pathways (Xia 2003) can be 

modeled using graph theory. Graphs are also used to describe clinical disorders 

(Bigras 1996) and clinical work (Smart 1995). In addition, graph theory is applied to 

the analysis of control systems of the brain (Dosenbach 2008).  

 

Eils and coworkers use dual graphs to study the volumes occupied by chromosomes 

Eils 1995, Eils 1996, Eils 2003, Eils 2003a). Dual graphs have recently been used to 

delineate relationships between chemical structures from benzene (Dias 2007) to 
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proteins (Huan 2005, Eargle 2006). Amino acids serve as objects in three-dimensional 

protein graphs (Huan 2005). Dual graphs are also used to describe both RNA tree- 

and RNA pseudoknot motifs (Gan 2003). Basic geometric and topological properties 

of RNA can be utilized in learning algorithms from dual graphs with biologically 

meaningful labels (Karklin 2005). 

 

Beltrami used a dual graph to identify and differentiate architectural features for the 

diagnosis of proliferative breast lesions (Beltrami 1995). A prototype was 

implemented and tested. Some significant graph features validated their approach. 

That principle is applied here. The edges are simply replaced by morphisms. The 

directions of morphisms are determined by biological processes. For example, the 

direction of blood flow can be modeled by morphisms pointing in the  direction of flow. 

Composing the morphisms’ end (target or codomain) to the origin of the next 

morphism (source or domain) models overall blood flow from the heart to toe and from 

the heart to the brain. Inputs and outputs to nerve cells determine the direction of 

information flow, and substrates and products of enzymatic reactions determine the 

direction of morphisms in metabolic pathways 

 

In an early phase, clinical models were crafted in semantic networks and graphs 

(Nardi 2007). Graphic duals can represent the anatomy of the human body at all 

clinically relevant levels of resolution (Bassøe 2007). Transitions from health to 

disease and back have been captured as formal operations on a digraph (Bassøe 

2008). Arrows in digraphs can be thought of as binary relations in a logical model 

(Hein 1995), but composition is undefined. (Patho)physiological models require 

composition (Bassøe 2007). Therefore, graph theory lacks sufficient expressivity for 

a clinical model (CM). 

 

The semantics of network systems were fraught with problems, including vagueness 

and inconsistency (Nardi 2007). Also, it is difficult to structure graphs and networks 

appropriately. For these reasons, networks and graphs were abandoned. A precise 

model-theoretic explanation of the procedure rules is an advantage to clinical models 

(Baader 2007). Therefore, description logic (DL) gradually took over as core 

knowledge representation (KR) systems.  

 

Multiple inheritance is usually banned from DL. However, clinical medicine is replete 

with structures and dynamics that are difficult to model  without multiple inheritance. 

Take for example the venous system. Most veins of the human body receive blood 
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from two or more other vein sources. Likewise, the content of the duodenum is 

composed of fluids from the stomach, liver and pancreas. Neurons receive multiple 

inputs and have multiple output connections. Neural networks cannot be modeled 

without multiple inheritance. The same is true for hormonal and cytokine connections 

between cell groups, and also for social networks. Thus, the constraints inflicted by 

DL exclude properties of living systems that are crucial to their performance, and 

hinder modeling of essential properties. 

 

Description logics has a model-theoretic semantics (Baader 2007a). Recent studies 

in knowledge representations show that strict requirements of domains and 

codomains specification of functions such as hasLocation and partOf functions are 

necessary. In addition, many functions and diagnoses need to obey the associative 

requirement (Héja 2007, Héja 2008, Bassøe 2007, Bassøe 2019b). These 

requirements are built into category theory (CT). DL is built on a fragment of first-order 

logic (Nardi 2007). Since CT covers first-order logic, the properties of DL naturally 

emerge from CT and it is not necessary to add DL to CT (Lawvere 2003). 

 
CT builds on digraphs. It is a formal mathematical language with high expressive 

power (Eilenberg 1945, Barr 1990, Walters 1991, Mac Lane 1995, Mac Lane 1996,  

McLarty 1994, Fiadeiro 2005). CT has been applied to psychology (Halford 1980, 

Powell 1980) and cognitive development (Bart 1974, Magnan 1994). This may 

facilitate developing models of the mind and psychiatric disorders. CT is also applied 

in medical informatics (Ambler 1996). CT has also been shown to provide a versatile 

language for general systems theory (Klir 1996, Lin 1995, Ma 1992). 

 

Healy and Caudell propose CT, the mathematical theory of structure, as a vehicle for 

defining ontologies in an unambiguous language with analytical and constructive 

features (Healy 2006). In particular, their method allows the incremental analysis of 

ontologies using an interconnected hierarchy of theories that is rooted in first 

principles. Krötzsch and coworkers propose category theory as a mathematical 

foundation for merging ontologies and modeling distributed knowledge (Krötzsch 

2007). 

 
Others are not so enthusiastic about CT. Early CT models of biological systems 

(Rosen 1991, Rosen 2000) are open to interpretation (Letelier 2005). Category theory 

is still controversial and is claimed to be a too abstract level to generate new 
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understanding (Smoryński 2012, Derbyshire 2006). On the other hand, CT can 

describe complex phenomena and has generated significant results. 

 
This study has two purposes. We aim for an implementation of CM and a semantics 

for the universal diagnosis syntax (Bassøe 2019b). First, category theorists hold that 

computing science programs and datatypes should be specified abstractly before the 

implementation (Barr 1990:49). Also, the specification should be distinct from the 

implementation. This can be achieved by a CT. Second, we have an informal clinical 

model based on empirical clinical facts (Bassøe 2019, Bassøe 2019a), but a formal 

interpretation of the universal diagnosis syntax requires a formal CM. CT also offers 

semantics for the diagnosis syntax. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Clinical Model (CM) 

CM establishes the components and structure of the present formal clinical model 

(Bassøe 2019, Bassøe 2019a). The overall CT model is shown in figure 1. 

 

   

 

 

       

                    V                   Patient 

                                                        Pps     

                                                         

  

              Psp 

  

 

 
 
Figure 1. A patient in his/her environment E. The virulence 
morphism V moves an agent into the primary affected body 
part and harms it OP

D. The first pathogenesis morphism Pps 
sends a signal S to the secondary affected body part OS 
that responds by PSP sending a pathogenetic mechanism 
PM back into  OP

D. 
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Initially the healthy person PH is in the local environment E with a harmful etiological 

agent A. The virulence V Morphism transfers into a primary affected healthy body part 

OP (not shown) and harms it causing disorder OP
D. The interaction between A and 

OP
D generates a signal S. The pathogenetic mechanism Pps:A,Op

D,S)→OS,S sends 

signals S from the primary affected organ OP
D to the secondary affected organ OS. 

The pathogenetic mechanism Psp:OS,R→A,Op
D,R sends response R back to OP

D.  

The brackets mean both colocalization and tuple. 

 

An infection is a typical example. Virulent bacteria A from the environment enter the 

primary affected body part and harms it, i.e. OP
D. The pathogenetic mechanism Pps 

alarms the bone marrow OS that responds with PSP sending white blood cells R back 

into OP
D. If A are pyogenic bacteria, then R is polymorphonuclear neutrophilic 

granulocytes and PSP is an immune reaction type 3. 

 

Health and disorder 

The environment E, and healthy PH and disordered PD persons are represented by one 

clinical category (C) that consist of two connected subcategories E and PH (PD). The 

disease morphism I models the transition from PH to PD that is caused by a harmful 

environmental agent A that enters and damages PH: 

 

I : A, PH → A, PD. 
 
I represents the operations change, delete, add and contract operate on objects and 

morphisms of PH that lead to PD (Bassøe 2008). The remaining objects and 

morphisms in PH are preserved in PD. For example, a mechanical trauma caused by 

an ax that deletes the lower right extremity (LRE) from PH is modeled by PD=PH-LRE 

I:AX,PH→-, PD=PD. Another example is I:Thalidomide, PH→-,PPhocomelia. In both 

examples the body is freed from the agent and there is no actual pathogenetic 

mechanism. 

 

An object in C can be an etiological agent, an organ, cell, organelle or molecule 

depending on the level of resolution. Objects at one level of resolution are modeled 

as categories at the next higher level of resolution (Fig. 1). This construction recreates 

life’s hierarchy (Oltvai 2002), but replaces subsystems within systems with categories 

within objects, i.e. a category of categories.1 

 

1 In CT the internal structure of objects is not given. The “internal structure” of objects depicted 
in cographs (Lawvere 2003) emerge from parameters and projections. Therefore, the objects 
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All objects in a category are considered to be black boxes and we only keep track of 

what goes on between them. Cells are objects in the pathogenesis category and cell 

organelles are objects in the subcellular category. In the subcellular category, 

Morphisms go between the organelles and their internal structure is hidden from the 

other organelles in the same cell. The multilevel categorical structure insulates the 

internal morphology and functions of objects from those of other objects on the same 

level of resolution.  

 

In the usual case, healthy individuals are exposed to many microorganisms but are 

not infected. For example, health personnel working with infected patients regularly 

do not acquire their infection. It is important to note that even very virulent epidemics 

(smallpox, polio),  the host inactivates or kills microorganisms and leave the host 

healthy. These cases are described by I:microorganism, PH→-, PH. Persons with 

an immune disorder (PD) are regularly acquire opportunistic infections, which is 

described by I:microorganism, PImmunoDeficiency→microorganism, 

PImmunoDeficiencyInfection. In general, persons with some disorders are more likely to 

acquire another disease, which is described by I:A, PD→A, PDD. In the last 

example, PDD is a shorthand telling that the person both has an immune deficiency 

and an actual infection. 

 

Disorders of sperm and ova are caused by the same types of etiological agents and 

pathogenetic mechanisms as are other cells. The ultimate causes of hereditary 

diseases are no other than that of other body part.  

 

Epidemiology 

Networks and graphs are often used to model epidemiology (May 2000, Newman 

2002, Longini 2005, Newman 2006). The objects are people and the edges are 

arrows, which are converted to morphisms in CT. Morphisms can be annotated with 

transmission probabilities on arrows. Table 1 summarizes some carriers and 

categories of the epidemiology. 

 

  

 

of PH and PD are defined by the appropriate projections. In order to increase clarity, the 
structure of objects are described without giving the projections that define them. 
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Table 1. Carriers and categories of the epidemiology. 

Branches of the 
etiology tree 

Carriers Category 

Genes Persons Pedigree 
Physical body Space Map 
Microorganisms Air, water, foods, blood, feces, 

other species, etc. 
Map 

Allergens Air, water, foods, blood, etc. Map 
Chemicals Air, water, foods, blood, etc. Map 
Electro-magnetic Space Map 
Thermal Air, water, gas, solids Map 
Radioactive radiation Space Map 
Sound Air Map 
Data Persons Social network 

 

The environment E is a category of categories, i.e. each object J is a category. In the 

environment category, the object’s place in the category corresponds to its location in 

in a pedigree or a geographical map (Piccolboni 2003). The objects J are nutrients N, 

genes G and harmful environmental agents A. If the supply of a nutrient is too low or 

too high then it is a harmful agent, i.e. N⟼A. If a sperm carries a mutation causing 

disorder then the sperm is a harmful agent, i.e. G⟼A. 

 

Environmental objects J are carried by some carrier C, for example air, droplets, fluids 

and live carriers. The morphism called transmission Tt passes an individual object JK 

in the same carrier CL from the domain environment Et to the neighboring codomain 

environment Et+1 by IdJ,IdC,Tt:JK,CL,Et→JK,CL,Et+1 where IdX is the identity 

morphism on category X. Thus, all Et are objects in the environmental map. The 

localization Et in the map is determined by the index t because t is an object in the 

category making out space-time. The existence of the tuple AK,CL,Et is illustrated by 

the agent Malaria vivax that is carried by a mosquito in Africa then Ak,CL,E=Malaria 

vivax, Mosquito, Africa. 

 

Movement of individual agents through the environment is modeled by 

IdA,IdC,Tt+1○IdA,IdC,Tt:AK,CL,Et→AK,CL,Et+2. Transmission of AK to a person’s 

surface PH abbreviates to IdA,C,Tt:AK,CL,Et→AK,PH,Et+1. Note that both the 

carrier and the localization has changed. A typical example is a direct contagious 

contact. Another is infestation with malaria. If a mosquito lands on a person PH in 

Africa then IdA,C,Tt:Malaria vivax, Mosquito_in_Air, Africa→Malaria vivax, 

Mosquito_on_PH, Africa.   
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Objects in social networks represent individuals or institution “containing” individuals. 

With weighted graphs, individual persons are often assumed to colocalize 

geographically. Whilst it would be preferable to have models that better reflect the 

movement of real users, it is currently difficult to validate any single movement model 

against real data. 

 

Morphisms between objects also model information flow. Annotated edges model the 

strength of the direct interactions between individuals. An isolated person is 

disconnected from others and has zero degree. The degree of the patient’s 

connections is an important parameter.  

 

Sociometry representation refers to various graphical methods of data presentation. 

Individuals are depicted as objects a, b,…,x, y,…  (Baiardi 2015). Mutually 

reciprocated relationships are modelled by pairs of morphisms between two objects. 

Morphisms represent relationships such as reciprocation, ignoring and rejection, and 

can be annotated by the strength of interaction that conform with operations within 

morphisms. Chains represent a series of relationships formed by concatenation of 

morphisms. The configuration called power is a composite g○f of two morphisms f:(a, 

b,…)→n and g:n→(x, y,…) where persons a, b,… “behind” n are "the power behind 

the throne".  

 

Social networks can be modeled by weighted digraphs and finite state machines 

(Casti 1997). Feedback is a prominent feature, which is modeled using a directed 

multigraph with loops (Barr 1990:7, Walters 1991:130ff). Annotated networks are also 

in use (Newman 2016).  

 

Virulence 

The virulence morphism V translocates a harmful environmental agent A in the 

environment E into a primary body part OP and changes it into the disordered OP
D 

(Fig. 1). An example is V:M. tuberculosis, Air droplets, E→M. tuberculosis, 

lung(s), lung disorder. Table 2 summarizes virulence Morphisms related to some 

etiologic agents. 
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Table 2. Virulence Morphisms related to some etiologic agents. 

Etiology Domain Codomain 

Mutation Gene, PH, E GeneM, OP
D 

Trauma Physical body, PH, E Physical body, OP
D 

Infestation Microorganisms, PH, E) Microorganisms, OP
D 

Allergens Allergen, PH, E Allergen, OP
D 

Chemicals Chemical substances, PH, E Chemical substance, OP
D 

Thermal Temperature, PH, E Temperature, OP
D  

Radiation Photon, PH, E Photon, OP
D 

Social Person(s), PH, E Percept, mindD 

BP=Body Part. 

 

Translocation 

In order to simplify notation from now on, E represents the environment of an 

individual’s surface PH. Transmission of J to a person PH results in J,PH,E. The 

projection J,PS:J,PH,E→J,PH eliminates E.  Therefore, transLocation L has 

domain J,PH. J may enter several body parts simultaneously. For each primary 

affected body part translocation is modeled by 

 

                                                  J,PH 

                                           IdJ                  L’ 
                                                      L                                                     

                                       J            J,OP          OP 

                                                       J               OP 
 

The morphism L=IdA,OP:J, PH→J,OP describes translocation. In a particular 

individual one or more predilection sites may be relevant to J. The intake of nutrients 

is given by L:N,PH,Food→N,Blood. The translocation of any harmful agent is 

modeled likewise by L:A,PH,E→A,OP. All predilection sites OP of each J are stored 

in the set Õp.  

Damage 

Etiological agents A vary in their ability to cause damage. A harmful effect is 

manifested by disorder and indicated by the superscript D in OP
D. In addition, the 

harmful agent and the damage may create signals S that act locally and/or is carried 

to other secondary affected body parts (see pathogenesis below). The morphism 

H:A,OP→A,OP
D,S models the damage A inflicts on OP. Accordingly, virulence is 

the composite V=H○L:A,PH,E→A,OP
D,S. 
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A typical example of virulence is the allergy V:nickel, PH, Workplace→Nickel, 

Hand_Skin disorder,S. Another is the infestation of the mammary region by 

Candida albicans formalized by V:Candida albicans, PH, Home→Candida 

albicans, Mammary_Skin disorder,S. A third is hepatitis A infection V:HBVA, PH, 

Water_Supply→HBVA, Hepatocyte disorder,S. These empirical facts prove the 

existence of V=H○L:A,PH,E→A,OP
D,S.  

 

In V:A,PH,E→A,OP
D,S, OP

D represents some disorder in some body part. 

Environmental agents can harm the morphology and/or function of OP
D, which are 

discriminated by VM=FM○L:A,PH,E→A,OP
M,S and VF=FF○L:A,PH,E→A,OP

F,S, 

respectively.  The shorthand is VM:A, PH, E→A, OP
M and VF:A, PH, E→A, OP

F,S. 

 

Etiology 

The etiology contains all harmful agents. It is viewed as a tree structure with 11 

branches (Bassøe 2019a). The root’s name is etiology. The first-level objects of the 

tree are given in table 2. The leaves represent individual etiological agents. The 

etiology category contains two disjunctive subcategories: one for transmission of 

hereditary disease and the other for geographic spread of disease. 

 

Hereditary disease 

Macromolecules such as DNA, RNA, proteins and complex carbohydrates can be 

represented by formal grammars (Jiménez-Montaňo 1992) that are useful the analysis 

of gene expression (Collado-Vides 1992). Such formal grammars can be generated on 

categories (Walters 1991, Jurafsky 2005, Cohen 1986). Also, cell proliferation can be 

simulated (Sipcic 1993). 

 

The DNA alphabet   consists of purine and pyrimidine bases. The cells of an 

organism contain the same DNA strings. Triplets of purine and pyrimidine sequences 

in structural genes code for amino acids. The association law holds of triplets of 

purines and pyrimidines. Thus, genes G make out linear categories. The bases on 

each chromosome form a linear category DNA. The direction of enzyme morphisms 

on a chromosome is modelled by the direction of DNA- and RNA polymerases acting 

on DNA. 
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Each structural G has distinct start and stop codes located at the beginning and end 

of G, respectively. The start region binds transcription factors that control gene 

expression, cell differentiation, cell morphology and function. 

 

The insertion or deletion of one or two purines or pyrimidines in DNA generally 

disrupts gene function. G minus Base number 1234 is expressed as G-B1234, gene 

deletion. The insertion or loss of triplets may have any significant effect on gene 

function.  

 

An etiological agent A or a somatic mutation may cause a mutation, recombination, 

transposition, crossover or repeat expansion M:G→GM in sperm and/or ova of an 

ancestor of PD carrying GM. Repair of GM only requires the morphism R:GM→G. If 

R○M:G→G then the problem is solved.  Otherwise, the defective gene GM will be 

transferred to the offspring. In the following we assume that GM causes some 

syndrome with full or limited penetrability. 

 

Huntington’s disease (HD) and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) are characterized 

by repeat expansion repeats of purines A, T and pyrimidines, G, C  (Vajda 2017). HD 

is a “trinucleotide repeat” disorder, which is caused by an increase in the number of 

CAG repeats in the HD gene (CAG)mG (Myers 2004). Repeats of 40 or larger are 

associated with disease expression, whereas repeats of 26 and smaller are healthy. 

HD and ALS are modeled by products of nucleotide additions. Take the gene G and 

add to it m sequences n nucleotides. The resulting gene is Pm*nG. In both cases n=3. 

In HD we have GHD=(CAG)mG or equivalently GHD=Pm*nG and m40. The interval 

35m27 does not cause disorder, but the number of repeats increases each 

generation and can create disorder in descendants. Repeats 39m36 are associated 

with reduced penetrance. In ALS the repeats are in C9orf72 and the logic is the same 

as for HD. 

 

HD is a dominant hereditary disorder. Take A as the father’s sperm and PH/PD as the 

ovum fertilized by the sperm. Then the offspring is PH  or PD depending on whether 

(CAG)mG is in the fertilized ovum or not. Since HD is dominant both V:GHD, PH, 

E→GHD, G, OP
D, S and V:G, PHD, E→G, GHD, OP

D, S will cause HD. 

 

Hereditary diseases are transmitted from the immediate ancestors in three ways. The 

first is V:GM, PH, E→GM, G, OP
D, S. If GM is in the Y chromosome then male 
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descendants will be affected. Otherwise, a heterozygous disorder will stem from the 

father’s family. The second is V:G, PM, E→G, GM, OP
D, S, which causes 

heterozygous hereditary disease stemming from the mother’s family. The third 

alternative is V:GM, PM, E→GM, GM, OP
D, S, which result in homozygous disorders. 

 

In order to prove the existence of the models we look at two different, but related 

clinical examples. To increase readability and simplify notation the general form of 

healthy fertilization is V:GH, PH, E→G, G, O, S). As before, the left G is from the 

father and the right G from the mother.  

 

Mutations in the APOB, LDLR, LDLRAP1, and PCSK9 genes regularly cause 

hereditary hypercholesterolemia (Youngblom 2016). If V:APOB, PAPOB, E→APOB, 

APOB, OP
D, S then PAPOB has a homozygous hereditary hypercholesterolemia. 

 

Another mutation causing homozygous hereditary hypercholesterolemia can be 

accurately specified such as V:LDLR EX5DEL, PLDLR EX5DEL, E→LDLR EX5DEL, 

LDLR EX5DEL,  OP
D, S. This virulence morphism models a truncated Low-Density 

Lipoprotein Receptor (LDLR) (Hobbs 1986).   

 

The virulence morphism accounts for both representations simply by setting the 

appropriate parameters. Clearly, the formula V:GH, PH, E→G, G, O, S). gives rise 

to hereditary diseases and pedigrees, proving the formula’s existence and relevance. 

When a virulent fertilization has played its role, PH changes to PD. 

 

Mechanical 

The empirical basis for V:A, PH, E→A, OP
M, S needs to be extended to 

mechanical etiology, where OP
M=region, body part, direction, morphology. 

V:knife, PH, E→knife, ‘’, myocardium, ‘’, perforation, S is a typical example 

of a severe trauma. Another trauma is V:running, PH, E→running, ‘’, tibia 

periosteum nociceptor, ‘’, rubbing, S. The formula V:A, PH, E→A, OP
D, S 

obviously generalizes to mechanical etiology. 

 

Microorganisms 

In infectious disease, the general formula is V:microorganism, PH, 

E→microorganism, OP
D, S. One example is V:E. coli, PH, E→E. coli, ‘’, renal 
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tubular, ‘’, necrosis, S. Another typical example is V:HBV, PH, syringe→HBV, 

‘’, hepatocyte, ‘’, lysis, S. 

 

Virus genes may also be incorporated in the host’s DNA and give rise to carcinomas. 

In addition, RNA’s from Epstein−Barr virus (EBV) and Kaposi’s sarcoma herpesvirus 

(KSHV) tumors appear in sarcomas and lymphomas (Toptan 2018): 

 

V:HBV, PH, E→HBV, ‘’, hepatocellular, neo, plasia, S 

V:KSHV, PH, E→HBV, ‘’, endothelial, neo, plasia, S 

V:EBV, PH, E→HBV, ‘’, B-lymphocyte, neo, plasia, S. 
 

Redgrove and McLaughlin thoroughly describe the predilection sites and immune 

reactions in Chlamydia trachomatis (C. trachomatis) infection (Redgrove 2014). The 

content is incorporated in the compositions as follows: 

 

V:C. trachomatis, female, penis→C. trachomatis, ‘’, (urethra, ‘’, erosion; 
Bartholin duct, ‘’, stenosis; cervix, ‘’, erosion; endometrium, ‘’, erosion; salpings, 

‘’, stenosis; ovary, ‘’, erosion) , S 

V:C. trachomatis, male, vagina→C. trachomatis, ‘’, (urethra, ‘’, erosion; 

epididymis, ‘’, erosion; prostate, ‘’, erosion; seminiferous tubules, ‘’, erosion) , 

S 
 

The affected body parts are listed within (…) and discriminated by ‘;’. 

 

In the two previous morphisms PH is envisioned as a parameter that take on ‘male’ 

and ‘female’ as constants. This use can be extended to neonates: V:C. trachomatis, 

neonate, vagina→C. trachomatis, ‘’, cornea, ‘’, opaque, S that models the 

feared disease trachoma. Alternatively, PH, may hold an identifier for a specific 

individual that points to name, birthdate, sex and other clinical information. 

Accordingly, the formula is well adapted to Electronic Patient Records (EPR). 

 

Allergens 

Pollen is a common allergen affecting bronchi and conjunctiva. On first exposure 

V:pollen, PH, E→pollen, ‘’, (bronchi, conjunctiva; nasal cavity, ‘’, ‘’,), S, i.e. 

without any manifestations of disease. However, when previous exposure has 

triggered an immune reaction type 1 (IR1) the patient PD carries an allergic disease 

that manifests itself by V:pollen, PD, E→pollen, ‘’, (bronchial, ‘’, stenosis; 

conjunctival, hyper, secretion; nasal, hyper, secretion), S. The parameter E is 
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space and time and can also be used to state the season, for example  V:pollen, PH, 

autumn→pollen, ‘’, (bronchial stenosis; conjunctival, hyper, secretion; nasal, 

hyper, secretion), S. The presence of pollen at the site of PH makes an additional 

geographic localization superfluous. 

 

Chemicals 

Chemicals may affect any body part. V:cyanide, PH, drink→cyanide, ‘’, mind, ‘’, 

coma, S is one among many instances that fit to the general formula. Nutrients, 

toxins and narcotics are treated in the same way. When vitamins, other nutrition 

elements are appropriate we have for example V:J, PH, epidermis→J, ’’, 

epidermis, norm, permeability, S. In atopic eczema the epidermis is permeable to 

external chemicals. Thus, . V:FLG mutation, PH, epidermis→FLG mutation, ’’, 

epidermis, hyper, permeability, S (Bassøe 2019a)   

 

Electro-magnetic 

Damage is inflicted in the body parts that the electric current passes through. 

Predilection sites are in the following morphism V:electric current, PH, electric 

socket→electric current, head, (striated muscle, ‘’, spasm; myocardium, ‘’, 

spasm; brain, hyper, depolarization), S.  

 

Thermal 

An obvious example is V:100oC, PH, water kettle→100oC, left arm, skin, ‘’, bulla, 

S. The heat intensity (100oC) is given as a parameter. In the case of burns or cold 

exposure V:burn, PH, epidermis→burn, ’’, epidermis, hyper, permeability, S. 

 

Radioactive radiation 

There are various ways to denote radiation and its intensity. A simple procedure that 

accords with the virulence formula is V:5,000 mSv, PS, Chernobyl→5,000 mSv, 

’’, (bone marrow, a, plasia; intestinal epithelium, a, plasia; epidermal, a, plasia; 

sperm, a, plasia), S. Due to these aplasias death ensues in about 50 % of the 

affected individuals within a month. Sunburn is caused by another type of radiation 

V:UV-radiation, PH, sun→UV-radiation, forehead, skin, ’’, blister), S. 

Accordingly, V:A, PH, E→A, OP
M, S works with harmful radioactivity exposure. 
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Sound 

The object A is tuned to the problem at hand. In this case the exposure through A is 

given by duration, frequency and intensity. For example, V:air blast, PH, working 

place→air blast, ’’, tympanic membrane, ’’, rupture, S. V:2 years steady 90 

dB sound frequency, PH, working place→2 years steady 90 dB high frequency, 

’’, inner ear treble cilia cell, a, trophy, S. Since PH‘s working conditions are 

considered V:A, PH, E→A, OP
M, S works with harmful exposure at the workplace 

too. 

 

Social disease 

Here we are interested in the effects on social strain such as treats, seclusion, 

isolation, (sexual) abuse, harassment, etc. as adverse pieces of information I, but not 

as the physical agents A. This is emphasized by setting I=A. Virulence includes I as 

stored in a part of the brain B and prepares a signal S to be sent to other parts to the 

brain or acting on itself. Accordingly, V:I, PH, E→A, BD, S. 

 

An example is V:harassment, PH, (home; workplace; school;…)→’’, 

harassment, ’’, BD,  ’’, (fear; depression), S. The site of occurrence (home; 

workplace; school;…) plays a crucial role in diagnosis and follow up. 

 

Regions 

Healthy OP and disordered body parts OP
D are organized in regions, organ systems 

and body segments (Bassøe 2019). The dual of each region is an object named after 

that region. Neighboring regions are connected by morphisms. The head region is the 

root of the region hierarchy. Morphisms are directed from this region to its neighbors 

and so on to the foot regions. Morphisms are also directed towards regions within 

regions. 

 

The graphic dual of a body part is an object (a node in the underlying digraph formed 

by forgetting composition). The object is named after the body part. Morphisms from 

a body part object to a region object allocates that body part to that region. There is 

one morphism to the region object, and one from the region object to each of the body 

part objects in that region. All the skin objects beneath a skin region belongs to that 

region. 
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Organ systems 

There are significant structural similarities between the skeletal-, nervous- and 

cardiovascular systems are hierarchical. The root consists of four-chamber cavities 

with a thick wall. The spinal medulla, aorta and spinal column stem from the roots. 

The branches are the corresponding nerves, arteries and bones.  Each segment  of 

the three systems stand in a 1:1 correspondence with each other. In several 

segmental disorders such as lacking development or loss of (part of) an extremity, the 

corresponding parts of all three system parts are lacking. Accordingly, one 

hierarchical structure emerges from these three very different systems. Finally, the 

hierarchies give rise to some nice healthy and disordered categories.  

 

Let N be the peripheral nervous systems with the nerves attached to the brain stem 

and the medulla. Then the impulses of the afferent nerves N are in opposite direction 

to the largely parallel efferents NOP. Likewise, arterial blood flow A is in opposite 

direction to venous blood flow V, i.e. A=V OP. The connections of adjacent bones are 

symmetric two-way. The structure-preserving maps between the hierarchies are 

functors. Thus, similar algorithms can be used to describe the flow of information, 

blood and motion. 

 

The respiratory-, urinary- and genital-, esophago-gastro-intestinal systems are also 

modeled by hierarchical categories. The leaf objects are alveoli, capillaries, glomeruli, 

and seminiferous tubules, ova and in the esophago-gastro-intestinal tract the mouth, 

liver, and pancreas. The root objects are the pharynx, heart, urethra and vagina and 

anus. Inclusion morphisms point from leaf objects to their neighbors at the next higher 

level. The root of each hierarchy is the terminal object 1. Anatomical inclusion 

Morphisms point from objects at level n to objects at level n-1. The physiological 

direction of flow is two-way in the respiratory, and one-way in the cardiovascular-, 

urinary-, genital- and esophago-gastro-intestinal systems.  

 

Classical endocrine organs are modeled by regulator hierarchies. The terminal object 

1 is the hypophysis. Leaf objects are parenchyma cells in the thyroid, mammary 

glands, pancreas, adrenals, ovaries, endometrium including the placenta, testes, and 

for growth hormone the liver. Stimulatory morphisms point from the terminal object to 

the leaves. Inhibitory Morphisms point in the opposite direction. Since the pituitary 

partitions into the cell types corresponding to each of its secreted hormones it is an 

anatomical unit, but not a terminal object. A model of the central nervous system 

needs several more complex categories (see below). 
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The root of exocrine glands is the duct opening and the leaves are secretory units, 

e.g. acini. The musculo-skeletal system can be traversed two-way. Endocrine organs 

can be structured in the same way. The morphisms and objects of all the systems 

annotated (typed). 

 

Topographic anatomy 

Objects are placed in the graphic dual of body parts. Choose any body part O. The 

topography of other body parts is relative to the chosen. If A is the object in O and B 

is an object in its neighbor body part then f:A→B connects the two objects. If C is a 

neighbor to B and g:B→C then g○f:A→C. The codomain of a topographic morphism 

is the objects in the neighboring parts. The identities are immediate. Thus, the dual of 

ordinary topographic anatomy is a category. The size of O is irrelevant: dual 

categories can be generated from pictures of cells, organelles and molecules (Bassøe 

2007). Disorders such as tumors and bleeding may change topographic relations. 

 

Development 

Assume that development is a two-step process. The first starts immediately following 

fertilization. The inborne generative grammar consists of the genome and cytoplasmic 

regulators drive cell proliferation and differentiation. After a few cell generations 

differentiation is influenced by local cues (morphogens, organizers) in the 

environment. Gene expression can be modeled by formal grammar (Collado-Vides 

1992). Development is read out from DNA as a context free grammar (CFG). The 

DNA grammar is the template for cellular automata (Barnsley 1988, Cohen 1986, 

Cohen 2000, Gleick 1998, Maddox 1993, Poundstone 2013, Wolfram 1984, Wolfram 

1994) and categories that model primitive tissues (Bassøe 2007). 

 

In the second phase programmed cell death eliminates cells that are not part of the 

mature tissue. The process is equivalent to parsing that eliminates morphisms and 

objects from tissue categories (Cohen 1986). Thus, development is modeled by a 

generative DNA grammar followed by parsing.  

 
The generative DNA grammar and parsing give rise to two different types of diseases. 

Abnormal DNA grammar is associated with pathological cell and tissue generation, 

typically teratoma, dysplasia and neoplasia. Insufficient parsing gives rise to 

persistent immature remnants such as adrenal streaks and thyroglossal cysts. Too 
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intense parsing results in models of degenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s 

disorder and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. 

 

The similarity of cardiovascular, neural and skeletal categories suggest that they stem 

from the same genetic program. One set of genes may give rise to all three categories. 

The particular systems may be created by n-ary Cartesian products of the categories 

with their corresponding tissue types. For example, 1. endothelial cells, muscle cells 

and elastic fibers in the cardiovascular system, 2. glial and neural cells in the nervous 

system and 3. osteoblasts, osteoclasts, collagen and hydroxyapatite in the skeletal 

system (Bassøe 2007, Bassøe 2019, Bassøe 2019b). 

 

Cell division, differentiation, maturation and apoptosis 

The diagonal morphism duplicates objects (Walters 1981:31). Let a category C consist 

of a stem cell object CS and its identity morphism. The diagonal morphism is defined 

by C:CS→CS×CS and is associated with the projections 1:CS×CS→CS and 

2:CS×CS→CS so that the following diagram commutes: 

 

CS 

          IdC            C      IdC 

 

 CS            CS×CS              CS 

 S            S 
 

:CS→CS×CS models cell division and covers all the stages of mitosis including 

telophase. Their separation into two different cells (cytokinesis) is described by the 

projections S,S:CS×CS→CS. This is an effective model for creating immortal stem 

cells. Omnipotent, pluripotent and unipotent stem cells are created likewise. 

 

Stem cells divide and leave one cell like the parent. Stem cell division followed by 

differentiation (d) is modeled by a similar commutative diagram: 

 

CS 

 

     IdC     IdC                  

 

 CS           CS×CD              CD 

 S            D 
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The differentiation morphism :CS→CD changes the readout from the genome. The 

cell continues to divide and mature by :CD→CM until it reaches the mature stage CM 

where it stops to divide and fulfils its functions. Cell maturation makes out a poset 

CD→…→CM.  

 

The lifetime of mature cells is determined by a genetically determined clock and 

normally ends in apoptosis α:CM→CDEAD. The morphisms are composable by 

○○○D○C. The composition describes the life cycle starting with cell division, 

continuing with maturation and ending in death. 

 

Aplasia, hypoplasia, hyperplasia, dysplasia and neoplasia 

Assume a disorder that cancels C. The proliferation of stem cells is arrested with the 

result of aplasia. Growth factors regulate the rate of proliferation modeled by the 

morphism IdC.  Reduced and increased amount of growth factors give rise to 

hypoplasia and hyperplasia, respectively.  

 

A change in cell differentiation morphism m may leave maturation at various stages 

CD→…→CD, that does not arrive at CM. This is a characteristic of dysplasia. If the cells 

CD are immature hematopoietic cells (erythrocytes, platelets, leukocytes) then the 

emergent disorder is myelodysplasia.  

 

In the absence of :CS→CD only stem cells prevail. Thus, deleting  of a cell line 

arrests cell differentiation and blocks apoptosis while leaving cell proliferation 

unaffected. Blocking the differentiation of hematopoiesis leads to the accumulation of 

(immature) leukemic blast cells CS. For example, phagocytosis does not occur in 

acute myeloid leukemia blast cells (Bassøe 1999a, Bassøe 1999b). Likewise, 

diminished m:CD→CD and lack of CM in myelodysplasia diminishes phagocytosis, 

chemotaxis and bacterial and fungal killing (Bassøe unpublished observations). 

 

The general organ 

We discriminate between three parts of the general organ. The symbols O, O,  O, 

O, O, O and O refer to parenchyma, tubes, slitscavities, tissues, cell lines, cells 

and cell organelles, respectively. From now on primary and secondary affected body 
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parts are identified by the indices P and S as in OP and OS. An example is damage 

to the morphology of a parenchyma H
M:A,OP→A,OP

M.  

 

The morphism H:A,OP→A,OP
D,S damages structure and/or function and generates 

a signal S. We use a disjoint sum to identify all the possibilities: 

 

H=(H
MH

FHT
MHT

FH
MH

FH
MH

FH
MH

FH
MH

FH
MF

F). 

 

In many cases the region is given from its associated body parts. However, some 

disorders are discriminated by their region of occurrence. Therefore, regions will be 

incorporated in OD. The general representation is OM=region, body part, direction, 

morphology and OF=region, body part, direction, function. 

 

Parenchyma and connective tissue 

Morphology 

The general damage morphism H adapts to parenchyma morphology by 

H
M:A,OP→A,OP

M. Focus on A, OP
M emerging from a virulent attack V:A, PH, 

E→A, OP
M. The general formula is OP

M=region, myocardium, direction, 

morphology.   The direction norm  means within the reference range. The 

instantiations of the formula too numerous to describe them all. Therefore, proof of 

existence is founded on empirical facts about clinical disorders. The following are 

representative: 

 

OP
M=’’, myocardium, norm, ‘’                   ‘ healthy myocardial size and structure 

                                                                         in accordance with a norm. 

OP
M=’’, myocardium, hyper, trophy             

OP
M=’’, adrenal, neo, plasia                      ‘ carcinoma 

OP
M=’’, bone marrow, hyper, plasia 

 

Progression 

Let one Morphology evolve into another Morphology by FMM:OP
M, Dir, M→OP

M, Dir, 

M. Then a typical general example is FMM:OP
M, (lysis,  necrosis)→OP

M, a, 

trophy). Take Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) as example of a genetic disorder. 

Splicing varies between different segments of the spinal medulla (Brettschneider 

2014). Start with V:GALS,G, PH, E→GALS, G, OP
M. Then FMF:(C6, C7), motor 
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neuron, (a, hypo), trophy→(C6, C7), motor neuron, (a, hypo), function is a 

possible manifestation of ALS. Other examples are 

 

FMM:myocardium, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis)→myocardium, a, trophy 

FMM: bone marrow, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis)→bone marrow, a, plasia 

FMM: bone marrow, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis)→bone marrow, ’’, regeneration 
 

Function 

In the language of category theory, a property F of an object O is given by the 

projection G:O→F. Thus, a heart function is a property of the heart and we obtain 

functions such as G:Heart→Pump Blood. In the following, these properties are 

carefully specified. Proof of existence is realized by empirical clinical examples. 

 

In the healthy state the virulence morphism takes innocent agents J from the 

environment into OP
F:=region, OP, direction, function. As before, the healthy state 

is defined by the direction norm. Physiological functions are given by VF:J, PH, 

OP→A, region, OP
F, norm, function. Abnormal functions are modeled by VF:A, 

PH, OP→A, region, OP, direction, function, where directionnorm. The 

function of a parenchyma is expressed as the sum the functions of each of its parts: 

Let Morphisms point in the direction of inclusion of part in part and we have: 

 

O
F=OI

FOP
FOC

FOO
FOT

FOP
FOC

FOO
FOS

FOP
FOC

FOO
F. 

 

Etiological agents may arm a body part without evidence of altered structure. These 

instances are modeled by V:A, PH, E→A, OP
F where HF:A, region, OP, norm, 

function→A, region, OP
D, direction, function. The list of alternative functions 

is (genomic, mechanical, electrical, metabolic, regulatory, optic, pressure, thermal, 

immune, mental). The list secures the discrimination and selection of particular 

functions. 

 

Genome disorders 

Transcription (TS) copies a gene G to hnRNA, i.e. TS:G→hnRNA.. The excision of 

introns (EX) from hnRNA and the ligation (LI) of the exons in the same order as they 

appear in hnRNA creates mRNA by LI○EC:hnRNA→mRNA. The bases of hnRNA 

and mRNA form linear categories hnRNA and mRNA, respectively. The direction of 

the morphisms between nucleotides is in the direction of ribosomes travel along them. 
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Thus, transcription (TS) reduces to the structure-preserving morphism 

LI○EC○TS:G→mRNA. The Morphisms correspond to peptide bonds and point from 

the -COOH to the -NH2 end of the peptide. Therefore, translation (TL) becomes the 

functor TL:mRNA→polypeptide (protein) and we have 

TL○LI○EC○TS:G→polypeptide. 

 

A multiprotein complex is a protein interaction network (Newman 2006). Tertiary 

protein structure is stabilized by hydrophobic and disulfide bonds. Such bonds do not 

create loops in the protein primary structure. Complex macromolecules like the DNA 

double helix, quaternary structure of proteins, glycoproteins, lipoproteins and 

glycolipids are formed by pasting the respective graphs together.  

 

Theoretically, diminished of absent activity in any morphism of the composition 

TL○LI○EC○TS can lead to hypothetical morphological changes, for example H
F:A, 

region, O
D, hypo, function→A, region, O

D, a, trophy with H
F:A, frontal, 

brain, hypo, transcription→A, frontal, brain, a, trophy or H
F:A, frontal, 

brain, dys, proteolysis→A, frontal, brain, a, trophy. 

Mechanical 

Healthy and pathological body part mechanical functions have the following form: 

O
F=region, myocardium, normo, contraction 

O
F=region, myocardium, hypo, pump 

O
F=region, myocardium, hypo, contraction 

 

Physiological muscle contraction is modeled by 

H
F:J, ’’, skeletal muscle, normo, relaxation→J, ’’, skeletal muscle, normo, 

contraction. 

H
F:J, ’’, myocardium, normo, contraction→J, ’’, (aorta, all arteries), normo, 

(systolic pressure, flow) 

H
F:J, ’’, myocardium, normo, relaxation→J, ’’, (aorta, all arteries), normo, 

(diastolic pressure, flow) 
 

Two following two pathological morphisms paralysis and paresis, respectively are 

immediate: 

H:A, region, skeletal muscle, relaxed→A, region, skeletal muscle, a, 

contraction 

H:A, region, skeletal muscle, relaxed→region, skeletal muscle, hypo, 

contraction 
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Electrical 

ECG vectors emerge from vector addition of the de- and repolarization of myocardial 

myocytes. The ECG reflects the paths of de- and repolarization of myocardium and 

the His bundle (Shamroth 1978). The P wave, QRS complex and T wave correspond 

to depolarization of the sinus Object and spread through the atria, ventricular 

depolarization and –repolarization, respectively. The PQ interval reflects the polarized 

state of the ventricles during the delay through the AV-object. The ST-segment 

reflects the depolarized isoelectric state of the ventricles until the repolarization (T-

wave) starts. The AV-Object divides the current flow onto different nerves in the His 

bundle. From here they physically divide on the right- and left bundle branch, which 

activate the right side of the interventricular septum and right ventricle (R), and the left 

side of the interventricular septum and left ventricle (l), respectively. Consequently, 

we have the sequences P→PQ→QR→RS→ST→T, which subdivides into 

P→PQR→QRRRSR→SRTR→TR and P→PQL→QLRL→RLSL→SLTL→TL. Note that the 

domain of each Morphism matches with the codomain of the other, and that the 

associative law holds. Also, each object is self-identical. Accordingly, 

P→PQ→QR→RS→ST→T is a category. 

 

In the case of electrophysiological disorders direction=(brady|tachy) 

function=(regular|irregular). 

 

The sick sinus syndrome is often due to a hereditary channelopathy (Möller 2018). 

There are no morphological findings. Although the structure of the HCN4 channel is 

abnormal, sick sinus syndrome is considered ‘functional’ and is described by 

 

H
F:GHCN4 mutation, PD, E→GHCN4 mutation, ’’, sinus Object, brady, irregular. 

Metabolism 

The Kekulé structure of lipids, carbohydrates and vitamins is modelled by digraphs 

(Wilson 1972). The carbon (C) atoms are Objects and the covalent bonds between 

them are Objects. The carbon atoms in these molecules are numbered i=1,2,…,n 

where n is the number of C atoms in each molecule. The direction of any morphism 

is from C atom number i to j, i<j. Metabolic pathways and pharmacokinetics can be 

modeled by graphs (Xia 2003, Fridman 2004).  

 

Modularity is observed in hierarchical intracellular molecular categories (Ravasz 

2002). These categories include the webs of interactions among proteins, genes, 
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enzymes and metabolites or signaling molecules. The hierarchical modularity 

overlaps with metabolic functions. Such cascading behavior is ubiquitous and strongly 

correlate with category structure (Yang 2017, Lie 2017). 

 

Cell functions can be represented by graphs (Ma'ayan 2005). A morphism modelling 

absorption is directed from the lumen into the cell. Another Morphism takes cell 

contents and deliver them to the submucosa.  

 

A rule-based, statistical approach has been used in modeling metabolic pathways 

(Cohen 1994). The basic assumption of that work is the Markov criterion combined 

with the criterion that the reaction rate depends on the probability of hit between 

enzymes and substrates (Cohen 1994). However, reaction rates are influenced by the 

cellular organization of enzymes. For example, in mitochondria the enzymes 

participating in oxidative phosphorylation are organized in cristae and subunits bound 

to the cristae. The problem may be overcome by the composition of functions that 

simulate enzymes and work on an underlying structure (Soo 1988). 

 

Metabolism is also modeled by metabolic flow charts (Andreassen 1994, Beltrami 1995, 

McAdams 1995, Mestl 1995, Patnaik 1995, Schilling 1998). Metabolic pathways are 

illustrated by digraphs where enzymes act as Morphisms and metabolites act as objects 

(Roche 2018, Merck 2018). Flow charts can also be represented by categories with 

products and sums (see Walters 1991:45ff). We have seen above that electro-

mechanical circuits can also be modeled by categories with products. Thus, biochemical 

and metabolic flow charts, and electro-mechanical circuits can be modeled using the 

same general method: categories with products and sums. These categories often 

interact. A categorical representation is not only useful for diagnosis, but also applies to 

therapy (see e.g. Andreassen 1994). 

 

Intracellular metabolic pathways are modelled by one connected category of categories. 

The subcategories attach to each other by enzymes and structural elements. The upper 

category relates the cytosol to the organelles by taking organelles as objects and their 

interaction with the cytosol as morphisms. The morphisms attach to cell membranes of 

organelles. Cytosolic morphisms compose with membrane appropriate channel 

morphisms and the intraorganellar components. 

 

Intracellular metabolic pathways that lead from nutrition to energy are quite complex. 

In clinical practice, intermediary enzymes (Enz) and metabolites can often be ignored. 
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We shortcut clinical reasoning by realizing that glucose creates energy by 

Enz:glucose, O2, vitamins, ADP→H2O, CO2, vitamins, ATP and Enz:free fatty 

acid, O2, vitamins, ADP→H2O, CO2, vitamins, ATP. It is then immediately clear 

that either a lack of glucose and free fatty acid, or too little O2 or vitamins diminish 

energy (ATP) production. In all these references, enzymatic reactions are modeled 

by Enz:(A, B)→(C, D), where A, B, C, D. Biochemical flow charts are expressed by 

composition of enzyme morphisms. 

 

Metabolites’ regulatory actions are important feedback, enzyme repression and 

induction. Feedback is a prominent feature of metabolic networks. Feedback can be 

modeled using a directed multigraph with loops (Barr 1990:7, Walters 1991: 66, 130ff) 

as visualized by changing the representation of the enzymatic reaction with feedback 

into 

                      H 
X                     
     F 
Y            A            C            D 
                      G           K 

 

The Morphisms include a feedback loop F:X,Y,H(C)→C and K:C→D. H(C) delays 

the feedback reaction. In principle, if H(C) is above or below the set point then H(C)’s 

value is negative or positive, respectively. In addition, molecular networks are 

controlled by a genetic regulatory network, but are too complex to be included in this 

study (Maslow 2002). 

 

In CM metabolism is described by function=substance name, 

(secretion|absorption|metabolism).  

 

Healthy hepatic metabolic events accord with 

V:nutrition, PS, hepatocyte→nutrition,’’ hepatocyte, norm, glucose, 

absorption, compartment***  

V:J, hepatocyte→J, ’’, hepatocyte, norm, (drugs, toxins), metabolism 

V:J, hepatocyte→J, ’’, hepatocyte, norm, (albumin, coagulation factors, 

bilirubin), secretion 
 

The morphism also models transmitter release from nerve endings: 

FP:J, region, motor nerve, depolarization→J, region, motor nerve, norm, 

transmitter, secretion. 
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Metabolic diseases are described by 

V:(ethanol|solvents|HBV), PH, hepatocyte→(ethanol|solvents|HBV), ’’, 

hepatocyte, hypo, (albumin, coagulation factors, bilirubin), secretion 

V=:APOB, PH, fibrocyte→APOB, ’’, fibroblast, hyper, cholesterol, 

synthesis. 
 

Addison’s disease is another typical example: 

V:A, PH, E→A, ’’, adrenal, hypo, cortisol, secretion.  

Some common agents A involved in Addison’s disease are heredity, autoimmunity 

and tuberculosis. 

 

The same sequence of reactions describes the production of cryoglobulins in 

Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia (Mazzucchelli 2018, Drandi 2018): 

HF:MYD88L265P mutation, Plymphoplasmacytic lymphoma, E→MYD88L265P mutation, ‘’, 

lymphoplasmacytic cells,  neo, cryoglobulins, blood.  
 

Metabolism may involve repeated application of function morphism 

FF:’’, cell, direction, precursor, absorption→’’, cell, direction, substance, 

synthesis 

FF: ’’, cell, direction, substance, synthesis→’’, cell, direction, substance, 

secretion 
 
An example is 

V:hypo, iodine, PH, E→hypo, iodine, ’’, thyroid, hypo, iodine, absorption 

FF:’’, thyroid, hypo, iodine, absorption→’’, thyroid, hypo, T4, synthesis 

FF:’’, thyroid, hypo, T4, synthesis→’’, thyroid, hypo, T4, secretion 
 
which amounts to the composition 

FF○FF○V:hypo, iodine, PH, E→’’, thyroid, hypo, T4, secretion. 
 

Humoral regulation 

Ligand receptor interaction is a prominent feature of classical and novel endocrine 

systems. We take as example the binding of T4 and TSH to their receptors. 

V:J, PH, E→J, pituitary, TSH cell, norm, T4, receptor binding 

V:J, PH, E→J, thyroid, follicle cell, norm, TSH, receptor binding 
 
 

Optic functions 

The light path from things Tv in the external world to the retina is given by light 

diffraction in the cornea (Sv1), anterior chamber (Sv2), lens (Sv3), and vitreous body 

(Sv4). Sv designates the sensory codomain of the stimulus, e.g. the stimulus  onto 
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the retina. Thus, the transmission of light signals from some environmental objects to 

the retina is given by Sv=Sv4Sv3Sv2Sv1:Tv→Sv. Sv is known to be a functor!  

 

In the context of ‘optic’ function=(refraction|transmission) and V:J, PS, 

cornea→light, ’’, cornea, norm, function  is part of healthy seeing. We take two 

examples of diseases: 

 

Myosis 

V:heredity, PH, E→heredity, ’’, cornea, hyper, refraction 

Keratitis  

V:Adenovirus, PH, E→Adenovirus, ’’, cornea, hypo, transmission 

 

In addition, we have albinism and vitiligo 

V:heredity, PD, E→heredity, total body, melanocyte, a, function 

V:heredity, PD, E→heredity, arm, melanocyte, a, function 
 

Auditory signals are passed by Sa=Sa4Sa3Sa2Sa1:Ta→Sa. We do not elaborate on other 

sensory paths since they all follow the same scheme. Note that the sensory body part 

(SX) is used in perception (see mind below). 

Thermal functions 

When vitamins, other nutrition elements and temperature are appropriate a 

neuroleptic disease is considered when 

V:neuroleptic, PS, E→neuroleptic, ’’, core body, hyper, temperature. 
 
Bodies immersed in cold water experience hypothermia: 

V:low temperature, PS, water→low temperature, body, core, hypo, 

temperature. 

Immune functions 

By now, immune virulence morphism talks for itself.  

V:HIV, PH, E→HIV, ’’, T-lymphocyte, hypo, kill 

V:A, PH, E→ A, ’’, plasma cell, hyper, IgG, secretion 

Mind 

Information passes from projection of things TX in the environment to the sensory 

organ SX and are perceived through PX in secondary sensory areas of the brain BX 

according to PX○SX:TX→BX. PX is a multistep process (Brincat 2018). In vision, it 

involves a path from retinal nerve cells via lateral geniculate body and the occipital 

cortex to the temporal cortex. In other words, PX○SX is the projection of observations 

into experiences. 
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Functors preserve structure and can accurately model the environment. If the mental 

representation of sensed external objects is distorted then it is impossible to orient in 

the environment. Accurate representations also need to reflect the 3D nature and 

motion of real objects. The ability to orient appropriately in the environment requires 

a faithful mental representation of the environment. If functors PX○SX are used to 

model healthy sensory experiences then distortion of such functors may model 

psychoses.  

 

Behavior and language can be expressed in the same way. Behavior is hindered in 

V:mechanical trauma, PH, E→mechanical trauma, left, preSylvian gyrus, ‘’, 

right body part, hypo, voluntary motion). Brain infection can damage any brain 

area, for example, V:microorganism, PH, E→microorganism, left, Brocha, 

(a|dys), phasia. 

 

We see that CT comes naturally for modelling the mind. The perikarya correspond to 

objects. Dendrite and axon morphisms point towards and away from the perikaryon, 

respectively. Composition is defined by neuronal paths, e.g. paths from peripheral 

sense receptors to thalamus, and from motor cortex to muscular motor endplates. 

Disruption of these categories for example defects in the cerebral cortex or 

disconnection syndromes, reduce or abolishes sensory and motor functions. Typical 

examples are spinal cord transection with two-way disruption of motor and sensory 

paths. Likewise, selective efferent and afferent path disruptions create motor neuron 

disorder (paralysis) and hyposensibility, respectively. 

 

Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts devised the first logical gates made of neural 

circuits (McCulloch 1943). In any kind of intelligence loss of logical gates diminishes 

the capacity to reason. This is seen in all forms of dementia that are due to 

degenerative brain disorders. 

 

Neural networks and neural pathways are illustrated using graphs (Newman 2003). 

In cortical graphs, cortical units (brain modules or regions) are represented by objects 

and the functional connections by edges (Gomez 1999). Such circuits are easily 

modeled by categories with products (Walters 1991:32ff). Gomez and Lopera propose 

that 'functional disconnection syndromes' in schizophrenia and Alzheimer disease 

may be explained by disconnected cortical graphs (Gomez 1999). This suggests that 
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important psychiatric disorders may be identified by disordered behavior generated 

by abnormal mental categories. 

 

Severe language and behavior disturbances are common to many psychiatric 

disorders. Psychosis is characterized by deviations of behavior that are not only 

normative but point to errors in the neural networks on which reasoning and behavior 

runs. Frank psychotics are unable to plan and execute plans necessary to sustain life. 

Reasoning and planning have for a long time been modeled on ordinary computers 

using causal and semantic networks and rule systems that mimic physicians’ clinical 

reasoning (Buchanan 1985, Clancey 1984, Weiss 1984). Free categories generate 

languages that can be modeled by finite state machines and Turing machines (Casti 

1997, Walters 1991). When these programs contain errors, reasoning transforms to 

nonsense. 

 

Learning and retrieval is structured by sets, lists, products, sums, queues and stacks 

that have CT counterparts (Walters 1991). Associative learning is modelled by 

products. The mental association between auditory A and visual V memories is simply 

the product MAV with the universal projections AAV→V. M involves association 

areas in the temporal, parietal and frontal lobes. 

 

The brain is a structure whereas the mind is a collection of processes (functions). 

Thus, V:J, PH, (somewhere)→J, ’’, brain, norm, mind characterizes a healthy 

mind running on a healthy brain and in appropriate environmental conditions. 

Sociopsychic disorders are not hard to come by: V:social, PH, E→social, ‘’, brain, 

hyper, fear. In contrast, V:’’, PH, E→social, ‘’, brain, ‘’, anxiety underlines the 

unknown etiology of anxiety. 

 

Observation is mandatory for social functions. But observational evidence plays 

important and philosophically interesting roles in scientific discovery and the 

application of scientific theories to practical problems (Bogen 2014). 

 

Understanding more complex learning from experience requires some preliminaries. 

As before, the local environment Wt is modelled by a category of categories. (It is not 

a space in the usual mathematical sense of ‘space’.) A preliminary understanding 

sees events E as taking the local world from one state to the next. The event Et 

occurring at a time t is defined by Et:Wt→Wt+1. In this model time is unidirectional and 
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starts at t=0 with E0:Ø→W1. Repeatable episodes ER are repeatable series of events: 

The episode starting at time t and ending at time t+n is defined by 

ER=Et+n○…○Et+1○Et:Wt →Wt+n. 

 

The brain B is also defined as a category of categories. A passive observation at time 

t transfers data from the current world state Wt to the host’s brain, which is reflected 

in observation PXt○SXt:WXt→BXt+1. Such passive observation is not influenced by 

movements or signals outside the space-time horizon of Wt and are independent of 

the hosts’ acts other than those possibly involved in the event Et-1:Wt-1→Wt. The target 

of Et-1 is the source of PXt○SXt. Therefore, the two compose according to PXt○SXt○Et-

1.1 In the following we also ignore the indexes of E, S and P whenever they are clear 

from the context and simplify P○S by P=P○S. 

 

Brains B learn from observations through P and stores parts of them in long term 

memory (LTM). The mind M is a vast collection of Morphisms between numerous 

cortical sites, ganglia and neural networks including morphisms between neurons. 

The mind operates on the brain according to M:B→B. The target of P is the source of 

a set of processes in M, i.e. P is an inclusion into M. Under this restriction, the two 

compose according to M○P. Since the mind M has the whole brain as its source and 

target, M:B→B integrates perception with memories and can make plans based of 

both B and P. 

 

Let MR:B→B mean a repeatable thought, for example a prediction, plan or simply the 

repeated recollection of a multi-step experience running on a part of the brain. The 

following diagram explains how predictions are compared with expectations from a 

repeatable episode: 

                                                ER 

                                           W  → W 

                                        P         P 

                                           B  → B 
                                               MR 

 

According to Tarski, truth is the correspondence between observation (P○ER) and its 

expectation (MR○P). The mental comparison of observation and expectation may 

seem problematic. However, let a visual (auditory, tactile) experience P○ER and its 

 

1 The short delay between PXt and SXt is ignored.  
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corresponding expectation MR○P be as models ME and MO in STM, respectively. 

Since the two models have the same structure they can be compared.  

 

Semantics tells us that various mental languages L (linguistic, logical, mathematical) 

are interpreted models ME and MO by I:L→M. Conversely, the reference of a language 

into a model is given by R:L→M. Then IF R○I= IdL and I○R= IdM then the model is 

isomorphic to the language. Thus, the expression corresponds with the facts P○ER 

and MR○P. 

 

Tarski illustrated the correspondence between a linguistic expression and a fact by 

sentence “’Snow is white’ IFF snow is white.” (Popper 2002:302ff). Accordingly, 

MR○P=P○ER means that the diagram commutes and the expectation is correct, i.e. 

(MR○P=P○ER)=True. If the diagram does not commute then MR○P≠P○ER and the 

prediction is false as given by (MR○P=P○ER)=False. 

 

Popper holds that we do not learn from observations (Popper 2002). But the first time 

an observation P○ER is found to be true it is learned and stored in memory. Repeated 

true predictions consolidate the memories that are activated by and used in the 

prediction MR○P. Erratic predictions give rise to the differences MR○P-P○ER and 

P○ER-MR○P that modify B by mental feedback and learning through M:B→B. This 

form of learning is now called unsupervised learning (Rumelhart 1988, McClelland 

1989), which in our case leads to knowledge.  

 

Matching objects and events require that the target representations from MR○P can 

be compared with that of P○ER. Visual observations PV○ER are naturally compared 

with visual representations MR○PV in short term memory (STM). Likewise, auditory 

observations PA○ER are compared with MR○PA. The perceptions PV and PA restrict the 

domain of MR leading to different paths in MR. Likewise, the paths of tactile and 

olfactory representations PT and PO, respectively, select other mental pathways, and 

so goes for all the different afferent neural pathways. 

 

The comparison of MR○P with P○ER takes place at different brain locations depending 

on whether P is PV or PA or some other sensory modality. Thus, cross-sensory 

confusion is less likely than confusion within each sensory modality. Obviously, the 

inability to discriminate MR○PV from PV○ER is sufficient to bring about hallucination, 

which can be due to lack of appropriate (transmitter) typing of MR○PV and/ PV○ER (see 

Bassøe 2007, Bassøe 2019a). 
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Observing an object from a particular orientation or perspective limits learning to the 

visible side. Learning all about its visual appearance requires to look at it from all sides 

(Russell 1976). The object either has to be turned or the observer needs to move 

around it. This is no longer a passive observation: It demands action. Learning objects 

means to abstract its 3D appearance and storing it in LTM. The pictures of Pablo 

Picasso, M.C. Escher and René Magritte (Boradringham 1997, Ernst  1994, WikiArt 

2019) are evidence that mental processes manipulate objects in LTM and STM. 

 

Conscious trial and error (experiments) differ profoundly from passive observations. 

Experiments consists of actions A that triggers a possibly repeatable episode ER 

through ER○A. The response ER to the action A is left to proceed without human 

influence. Thus, by design, experiments isolate ER from confounding inputs to ER that 

might influence ER. The host’s brain B contains sufficient and necessary knowledge 

to set up experiments A:B→W found in the materials and methods part of research 

articles. Accordingly, experiments have the following structure: 

 

ER 

                                          W  → W 

                                       A          P 

                                          B  →  B  
                                              MR 

 

The predicted response MR is compared with the perception P of the episode ER. If 

the prediction is true then MR=P○ER’○A and the diagram commutes. As before, true 

predictions consolidate the memories that are activated by and used in predictions 

and planning. If the diagram does not commute then learning is modified through 

errors defined by MR-P○ER’○A and P○ER’○A-MR. Learning to stand and walk, for 

example, depends on learning balance in unsupported standing position, which is 

done by predicted trial and error. Diminished ability to learn to plan and make accurate 

predictions has devastating consequences for intellectual and social functioning. This 

form of learning is called supervised learning (Rumelhart 1988, McClelland 1989), 

which in our case leads to knowledge.  

 

A summary of some body part function morphisms is given in table 3. 
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Table 3. Summary of some body part function morphisms. For clarity carriers and 
localization are omitted from most of the objects. 

Map Domain Codomain 

Transcription Gene, Ck, Nc* mRNA, Ck, Nc 
Nuclear export mRNA, Ck, Nc mRNA, Ck, **Cyt 
Translation mRNA Protein 
Division Cell Cell 
Differentiation Cell Cell 
Muscle contraction, 
relaxation 
(actin, myosin, etc.) 

Z-line, cytoskeleton, 
surface membrane 

Cytoskeleton, surface 
membrane 

De- and repolarization (ion 
channels and – pumps)† 

ECF*, cytoplasm cytoplasm, ECF 

Secretion 
(Membrane pump, vesicle) 

Compound in 
cytoplasm 

Compound in ECF 

Absorption (membrane 
carrier) 

Compound in ECF Compound in cytoplasm 

Secretion 
(vesicular) 

Compound in vesicle Compound in ECF 

Metabolism (enzyme, 
ribozyme) 

Molecule(s), atom(s), 
ion(s) 

Other molecule(s), atom(s), 
ion(s) 

Pinocytosis 
(attachment) 

Cell-receptor, free 
ligand 

Receptor-Ligand complex 

Pinocytosis 
(internalization) 

ECF Endosome 

Phagocytosis (attachment) Cell-receptor, ligand on 
free microorganism 

Receptor-Ligand-
microorganism complex 

Phagocytosis 
(internalization) 

Attached 
microorganism 

Microorganism in 
phagosome 

† Domains and codomains are defined for each ion. The domain of 
depolarization is the codomain for repolarization and vice versa. 
*Nc=Nucleus. +ECF=Extracellular fluid. 
 

Progression 

Biological functions usually depend on structure. Let one Morphology cause a change 

in Function by FMF:OP
M, Dir, M→OP

F, Dir, F. Two general morphisms from 

morphology to function are: FMF:region, OP
D, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis)→A, OP

D, (a, 

hypo), function and FMF:region, OP
D, (a, hypo), trophy→A, OP

D, (a, hypo), 

function. It means that lysis, necrosis and atrophy arrest or diminishes the functions 

of the primary affected body part. 
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Tubes 

Morphology 

Intestinal epithelial cells border on the lumen, adjacent epithelial cells and the 

submucosa. Therefore, there is one morphism from the lumen to each intestinal cell, 

two morphisms with opposite directions connect neighboring epithelial cells and a 

fourth morphism connects each cell to the submucosa. The neighbor of one epithelial 

cell has a next neighbor, and this relation is associative. Epithelial cells are self-

identical. The epithelial lining forms a category. 

 

The common virulence morphism is V:A, PH, E→A, OT
M. V:C. trachomatis, 

female, penis→C. trachomatis, ’’, (urethra, Bartholin gland, cervix, 

endometrium, salpings), ‘’, (erosion, ulcer). A common sequel is TM:C. 

trachomatis, female→C. trachomatis, ’’, (urethra, Bartholin gland, cervix, 

endometrium, salpings), ‘’, (stenosis | occlusion). 

 

If the etiology is unknown, but an IR3 is diagnosed then FT
M:OT, IR3→OT

D, 

stenosis, IR3.1 Else if a chemical such as acids and bases have deleterious effects 

on the epithelial surface then V:chemical, PH, OT→chemical, ‘’, OT
D, (erosion, 

ulcer, leak, stenosis, occlusion).2 There is also a compact relationship between 

hereditary etiology and morphology V:APOB, PAPOB, E→(APOB, APOB), ’’, blood, 

hyper, cholesterol and FFM:(APOB, APOB), ’’, blood, hyper, 

cholesterol→(APOB, APOB), ’’, coronary arteries, ’’, (stenosis | occlusion).3  

 

Function 

Fluids may be divided into liquids and gases (Giles 1962). Laminar arterial blood flow 

obeys the continuity equation (Hughes 1967). The mathematical laws that model flow 

stem from vector algebra and adhere to the category Vect (Hughes 1967, Hughes 

1967, Lawvere 2003:24). Composition of vectors is associative and consecutive 

vectors make out a path. The direction of a vector describing the flow in branching 

tube has the same direction as that of the flow. In arteries blood flows from the root 

(heart) to the leaves of the tree (the capillaries). At each branch, the blood flow divides 

 

1 IR3 is an immune reaction type 3 (se pathogenesis below and Bassøe 2019a). 
2 T means the tube T epithelium . 
3 FFM means a morphism from function to morphology. 
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on the flow in the two branches. The resultant flow of the branches is the same and 

has the same direction as that of the supporting artery. 

 

The development of arterial stenosis may give rise to a gradual transition from laminar 

flow to periodic eddies that die out or develop into turbulence. Turbulent post stenotic 

flow is complex, resulting in a low flow rate distal to the stenosis. The development of 

turbulence can be understood in the framework of chaos theory and is not followed up 

here (Casti 1997).  

 

In the venous system flow is from the leaf capillaries to the root (heart). Here, the flow 

in two merging branches combine into one. The resultant is the vector sum of the flood 

in the two branches. The same laws apply to flow in the bronchial tree, but here the 

direction of air vectors of inspiration and expiration are opposite to each other. Table 4 

shows some relevant tube morphisms. 

 

Table 4. Tube Morphisms. For clarity carriers and localization inherited from 
the objects are omitted. 

Morphism Domain Codomain 

Secretion (intestinal tract) Tube lining cells Tube content 
Metabolism (intestinal tract) Lining cell Lining cell 
Absorption (intestinal tract) Tube content Lining cell content 
Flow Source Sink 
Longitudinal pressure Source Sink 
Transversal pressure Tube content Tube wall 

Blood flow direction 
GI tract 
Biliary tract 
urinary tract) 

Heart 
Mouth  
Biliary capillaries 
Glomerulus 

Distal body part 
anus 
Vater’s papilla 
urethra orifice 

Blood flow direction 
Lymph flow direction 

Capillary 
ECS 

Right heart atrium 
lymph node 

 

Irrespective of the etiology morphisms from morphology to function are well defined 

and clinically useful: 

FT
MF:OT, ‘’, stenosis→OT, hypo, flow 

FT
MF:OT, ‘’, prestenotic→prestenotic, OT, hyper, tension 

FT
MF:OT, ‘’, poststenotic→poststenotic OT, hypo, tension 

FT
MF:OT, ‘’, occlusion→OT, a, flow 

 

Certain simple relations emerge from systematic anatomy and apply to all tube 

systems. A common one implements continuity of flow in defined tube systems. The 

simplest inference involves a systematic anatomy based on 1:1 relations of flow fn 

from tube section Tn to Tn+1 abbreviated by the Morphism fn=Tn→Tn+1. A sequence of 
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Morphisms is the shortCut c:T1→Tlast. In the arterial system, a necrosis at body part 

supplied by fx is usually due to an occlusion at some localization fx○…○f1. 

 

Cavities and slits 

Morphology 

OS is a slit or space. The common morphological form is V:A, PH, E→A, OS
M.  We 

continue one of the examples above with V:C. trachomatis, female, penis→C. 

trachomatis, ’’, (peritoneum, joints), erosion, which adheres to the common 

pattern. 

 

We encountered FT
M:OT, IR3→ OT

D, stenosis, IR3 above. If OT
D is the outlet tube 

from the cavity OS
D then a common complication is FS

M:OT
D, ‘’, stenosis→OS

D, ‘’, 

abscess. An example is FS
M○FT

M:Bartholin duct, IR3→Bartholin gland, 

abscess. Without an immune reaction, FS
M:’’, OT, stenosis→’’, OS

D, cyst. The 

gland is extended and contains serous or mucinous fluid depending on the metabolic 

function of its epithelium. Another important reaction in the wall of slits and cavities is 

FS
M:’’, OS→’’ , OS

D, fibrosis such as FS
M:’’, pericardial, ‘’, ‘’→’’, pericardial, ‘’, 

fibrosis 

 

Function 

By now the notation should be covered. Hence, we take only one example, namely 

constrictive pericarditis FS
MF:’’, pericardial, ‘’, fibrosis→’’, pericardial, hypo, 

function. 

 

Pathogenesis 

Most primary affected body parts OP
D participate in homeostasis. Altered structure 

and function of an OP
D may affect the structure and function of other organs – the 

secondary affected organ systems OS. Pathogenetic reactions can be triggered by the 

codomain of virulence V:A, PH, E→A, OP
D, which is the domain of PSP (Fig. 1 and 

box 1). The interaction of A and OP
D induces the pathogenetic mechanism PPS:A, 

OP
D→OS, S. The signal S engage secondary body parts OS and sends the 

pathogenetic mechanism PM back into OP
D by PSP:OS, S→A, OP

D, PM. The 

composite reaction becomes PSP○PPS:A, OP→A, OP
D, PM. Pathogenetic 

morphisms are summarized in table 5. The overall model is shown in Box 1.  
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Box 1. The relation between virulence V and pathogenetic mechanisms 
Pps and Psp. 

 

Table 5 contains some pathogenetic morphisms with domain and codomain. 

 

Table 5. Summary of pathogenetic morphisms with domain and codomain. 

Morphism Domain  Codomain  

Arterial flow 
Venous return  
Lymphatic circulation 

Heart 
Distant tissues 
Distant tissues 

Distant tissues 
Heart 
Subclavian veins 

Hemostasis Bone marrow 
Liver 

Vascular 
endothelia 
Vascular defect 

Extracellular space TissueK TissueK 
Inflammation TissueK TissueK 
Intercellular 
metabolism 

Site of absorption into organism 
Secretory cell 

Excretory site 
 
Absorbing cell 

Humoral regulators 
(hormones, growth 
factors, cytokines,…) 

Ligand-secreting cell Receptor-bearing 
cell 

Immune reactions 
(IR) 

Leukocyte source (bone marrow, 
lymph Object, thymus, spleen, 
Peyer’s plaques) 

Tissue leukocytes  

Psychosomatic Mind Tissue 
Somatopsychic Tissue Mind 

 

Vascular and lymphatic circulation 

Central pathogenetic mechanisms of circulation are 

PPS:A, OP
D→OS, S. 

PPS:A, artery, ’’, (stenosis, occlusion)→OS, (an, hypo), oxygen) 

PPS:A, coronary artery, ’’, stenosis→myocardium, hypo, oxygen 

PPS:A, coronary artery, ’’, occlusion→myocardium, an, oxygen  
 

PPS:A, vein, ’’, (stenosis, occlusion)→OS, ‘’, (edema, hypoxia) 

PPS:A, femoral vein, ’’, occlusion →(leg, foot), ‘’, (edema, hypoxia) 

PPS:A, pulmonary vein, ’’, occlusion→all OS, hypo, oxygen 
 

A, OP
D, PM A, OP

D OS, S 
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Metastasis 

Metastasis is modeled by a simple morphism: 

PPS:A, ’’, cell line, ’’, carcinoma→OS, carcinoma 

Embolus 

The model of thrombo-embolism is immediate: 

PPS:A, heart, ’’, thrombus→artery, ‘’, embolus 

PPS:A, left atrium, ’’, thrombus→medial cerebral artery, ‘’, embolus 

PPS:A, medial cerebral artery, ’’, thrombus→hemisphere, ‘’, 

(ischemia|necrosis) 

PPS:A, vein, ’’, thrombus →vein, embolus 

PPS:A, femoral vein, ’’, thrombus →lung artery, ‘’, embolus 
 

The model of bacteremia, viremia, fungemia is the single step  

PPS:live microorganism, OP
D→live microorganism, blood, ‘’, ‘’, for example 

PPS:live bacteria, OP
D→bacteria, blood, ‘’, ‘’ 

 
Sepsis is invasion of microorganisms into secondary affected organs and disorder 

OS
D there. 

PPS○PPS:live microorganism, blood, ‘’, ‘’→live microorganism, OS
D 

 

Extracellular space (ECS) 

 

Edema 

PPS:A, liver, hypo, secretion→A, ’’, blood, hypo, albuminemia 

PPS:A, glomerulus, ‘’, leak→A, ’’, blood, hypo, albuminemia 

PPS:A, blood, hypo, albuminemia→A, legs, ‘’, edema 

PPS:A, left femoral vein, ‘’, occlusion→A, left leg, ‘’, edema 
 

Fibrosis 

A process in a body part can induce fibrosis in the same body part: 

PPS:A, body part B, ‘’, necrosis→A, region, body part B, ‘’, fibrosis 

PPS:A, liver, ‘’, necrosis→A,’’, liver, ‘’, fibrosis. 

 

In the case of fibrosis pathogenesis also combines with virulence. 

PPS○V:radiation, PH, E→(radiation, irradiated region ‘’, fibrosis) 
 
Fibrosis can also cause hypofunction in the same body part. 

FMF:body part, ‘’, fibrosis→A, body part, hypo, function 

FMF:liver, ‘’, fibrosis→A, liver, hypo, function 
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Intercellular metabolism 

Physiologic secretion is modeled by PPS:A, OP
D→OS, S where OP

D=’’, cell, 

direction, substance, secretion. The two constitutive elements together give 

PPS:cell, direction, substance, secretion→blood, direction, substance. 

PPS:hepatocyte, norm, glucose, secretion→blood, norm, glucose means the 

healthy secretion of glucose from liver cells into blood. A second morphism 

FST:blood, norm, glucose→striated muscle cell, norm, glucose, absorption is 

directed from the secondary to the tertiary (T) affected body part. It means absorption 

of glucose from blood into muscle cells. Secretion and absorption compose to 

FST○FPS:hepatocyte, norm, glucose, secretion→striated muscle cell, norm, 

glucose, absorption, which is the transfer of glucose from liver cells to muscle cells. 

Most of intercellular metabolism is characterized by this simple composition. 

 

In pathological states with cell lysis or necrosis the contents of cells pass into the 

blood. In general, PPS:A, cell, direction, (lysis|necrosis)→cell content, blood. 

Here are some common examples: 

 

PPS:’’, erythrocyte, ‘’, lysis→blood, hyper, HgB 

PPS:’’, myocardium, ‘’, necrosis→blood, hyper, CKMB 

PPS:’’, hepatocyte, ‘’, lysis→blood, hyper, ALAT 
 

The composite of virulence and pathogenesis leads to some well-known clinical facts.  

PPS○V:HBV, PH, E→blood, hyper, ALAT. Metabolic acidosis is another example 

of a composite of virulence with pathogenesis. PPS○V:ethylene glycol, PH, 

E→blood, hyper, lactate. 

 

Hemostasis 

Thrombosis and emboli were considered above. We concentrate on bleeding. PPS:A, 

bone marrow, thrombocyte, a, plasia→general, capillary, ‘’, bleeding. 

PPS:A, medial cerebral artery, ’’, leakage→right hemisphere, ‘’, bleeding. 

 

Regulators - feedback 

The regulator relationships are immediate, for example, PPS:A, pituitaryP, hyper, 

TSH, secretion→A, thyroidS, hyper, T4, secretion.  The feedback emerges from 

PSP:A, carotid triangle, thyroidS, hyper, T4, secretion→A, pituitaryP, normo, 
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TSH, secretion and PSP○PPS:A, pituitaryP, hyper, TSH, secretion→A, pituitaryP, 

normo, TSH, secretion. Healthy regulation keeps regulators at norm. 

 

Disordered regulation does not return regulators to norm. Start with FMF:thyroidP, ‘’, 

adenoma→thyroidP, hyper, T4, secretion. Then PPS:A, thyroidP, hyper, T4, 

secretion→A, pituitaryS, hypo, TSH, secretion. However, PSP:A, pituitaryS, 

hypo, TSH, secretion→A, thyroidP, hypo, T4, secretion. The secretion from the 

healthy thyroid follicles is diminished because the adenoma is autonomous. 

 

Endomorphisms have the same object as its source and target. Autocrine regulation 

is modeled by an endomorphism. With the regulator R, we have RIdR:L,R→L,R, 

where R is the endo Morphism acting on L. 

 

Immune reactions (IR) 

Immune functions have been modeled by cellular automata (Taubes 1994) and are 

therefore amenable to analysis by category theory. 

 

If the agent A of V:A, PH, E→A, OP
D is a microorganism, arthropod, allergy or 

autoimmune agent then PPS is an immune reaction (IR). In general, 

PSP○PPS○V:(microorganism | arthropod | allergen | autoimmune agent), OP, 

E→A, OP, IR. Accordingly, infections, allergies and autoimmune reactions are 

ternary complexes defined by an etiological agent A, a primary affected body part OP
D 

and some immune reaction IR. 

IR1 

In general, PSP○PPS:A, OP
D, E→A, OP

D, IR1, where IR1=IL5, IgE, eosinophils 

and IR1 is present in OP
D. Typical examples of infection and allergy are 

 

PSP○PPS○V:parasite, PH, E →parasite, OP
D, IR1   ‘ infection 

PSP○PPS○V:pollen, PH, E→pollen, OP
D, IR1          ‘ allergy 

 
Autoimmunity is more involved (Stummvoll 2008). Abrogated tolerance of Th2 and 

Th17 cells is involved in autoimmune reaction type 1. In this case, Th17 lymphocytes 

carry an active T-cell Receptor (TCR) against the gastric parietal cell ATPase antigen. 

Because intolerance in lymphocytes is primary, the primary affected body part is Th17 

lymphocytes. The following reaction is observed. 
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HF:Th17P-TCR-ATPase antigen, PH, E→Th17P-TCR-ATPase antigen, parietal 

cellsS, hypo, HCl, secretion. 
 

The healthy person PH is attacked from the inside. Eosinophils are recruited from the 

bone marrow: 

 

PSP○PPS○V:Th17P-TCR-ATPase antigen, PD, E→Th17P-TCR-ATPase antigen, 

parietal cellsS, hypo HCl, secretion, IR1.              ‘ autoimmunity 
 

IR2 

Antibodies and complement fight infections. IR2=IgG deposit | complement deposit | 

circulating IgG and/or IgM complexes   bound complement fragments). Typical 

examples of allergy and infection are 

 

PSP○PPS○V:virus, PH, E→virus, IR2, OP
D                                 ‘ infection 

PSP○PPS○V:horse serum, PH, E→horse serum, IR2, OP
D       ‘ allergy 

 

Although the etiology is unclear, autoantibodies are responsible for a variety of 

disorders including specific TSH receptor stimulating antibodies (TRAb) in Grave’s 

disease (Barbesino 2013). If we take the thyroid to function normally before the action 

of TRAb we have 

 

V:TRAb, PH, E→TRAb, ‘’, thyroid, hyper, T4, secretion.        ‘ autoimmunity 

IR3 

Pyogenic bacteria and tissues they infect send signals to the bone marrow and set up 

IR3 in OP
D. Thus, 

PSP○PPS:pyogenic bacteria, OP
D→pyogenic bacteria, OP

D, IR3 

PSP○PPS:S. aureus, OP
D→S. aureus, OP

D, IR3 

PSP○PPS:E. coli, kidneyD→E. coli, kidneyD, IR3 

PSP○PPS○V:C. trachomatis, female, penis→C. trachomatis, (urethra, Bartholin 
gland, cervix, endometrium, salping, ovary, epididymis, prostate, epididymis, 

testes), IR3 
 

The role of IR3 and neutrophils in particular is obvious in ulcerative colitis, but the 

etiology is unclear. Assume that the agent A causes the hypersecretion and that the 

immune reaction comes thereafter. Then, 

V:A, PH, E→A, colon, hyper, secretion 

PSP○PPS○V:A, PH, E→A, colon, hyper, secretion, IR3. 
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Necrosis regularly triggers IR3: 

FM○V:A, PH, E→A, OP
D, ‘’, necrosis 

FM○V:A, PH, E→A, myocardium, ‘’, necrosis 

FF○FM○V:A, PH, E→A, myocardium, hypo, contraction 

PSP○PSP○FF○FM○V:A, PH, E→A, myocardium, hypo, contraction, IR3 
 

The last composition combines morphology and function, but necrosis comes first. 

IR4 

Clear cut examples of allergies and infections are 

PSP○PPS○V:nickel, skin, E→nickel, ‘skin, ‘’, vesicles, IR4 

PSP○PPS○V:HZV, Plymphoma, E→HZV, right spinal nerve 5, nociceptor, hyper, 
frequency, IR4 

PSP○PPS○V:Salmonella typhi, PH, E→Salmonella typhi, ‘small intestine, 

hyper, secretion, IR4. 
 

Hashimoto’s thyroiditis is an autoimmune disorder with autoantibodies and a heavy 

local lymphocytic infiltrate often with germinal centers: 

PSP○PPS○FF○V:thyroglobulin antigen, PH, E→thyroglobulin antigen, ‘’, 

thyroid, hypo, secretion, IR4. 

IR5 

IR5 is an immune reaction with the accumulation of macrophages, giant cells, 

myofibroblasts and possibly with caseous necrosis. IR5 can hit any body part. Sutures 

can cause a similar allergic reaction. Krohn’s disorder is localized to the terminal 

ileum. Its etiology is unclear. 

 

PSP○PPS○V:M. tuberculosis, PH, E→M. tuberculosis, ‘any, ‘’, necrosis, IR5. 

FMF:M. tuberculosis, IR5, ‘any, ‘’, necrosis→M. tuberculosis, any, hypo, 

function, IR5. 

PSP○PPS○FF○V:suture, PH, E→suture, ‘’, any, normo, function, IR5. 

PSP○PPS○V:A, PH, E→A, ‘’, terminal ileumT, ‘’, stenosis, IR5. 

Kill microorganisms  

Virulent microorganisms harm OP and IR protects against their attack. The tuple 

antigen, OP
D, IR means a colocalization of antigens in the body part, which allow 

antigen and IR to interact. In health, IR4 kills salmonella species and viruses. Let 

K=kill then K:live microorganism, OP
D, IR→dead microorganism, OP

D. 

Immunodeficiency 

Immunodeficiency is characterized by the presence of live microorganisms in some  

body part and an absent of or defective IR. These alternatives are given by K:live 

microorganism, OP
D, a, killing, ‘’→live microorganism, OP

D or K:live 
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microorganism, OP
D, a, killing, IR→live microorganism, OP

D. The first alternative 

is common in treatment with cytostatics, leukemia and lymphoma, but otherwise a 

rare condition. 

 

Neural pathways 

The following deals with disorders of afferent and efferent neural pathways, and the 

behavior they give rise to. 

Mental disorders 

Mental disorders are processes within the brain. They can be induced by any of the 

etiologic agents and influenced by pathogenetic mechanisms as described above. 

Thus, mental disorders are modeled by PPS:I,BP
D,S→BS,R where BP

D where BS 

are different parts of the brain. The mind operates on the brain according to 

M:BP
D,S→BS

D,R, whereby one part of the brain influences another. The process 

is recursive if BP
D=BS

D. The process may be reverberating such as in certain 

neurosis, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) and echolalia where 

(PSP○PPS)n:I,BP
D,S→I,BP

D,R and n is the number of repeats. 

 

Somatopsychic disorders 

Somatopsychic reactions start with disorders that are external to the brain. They are 

modeled by V:A,PS,E→A,OP,S where A is not social, and OP is not the brain. 

Signals from OP such as pain from a carcinoma or paresthesia from afferent nerves 

are sent to the brain OS=B by PPS:A,OP
D,S→B,R where the signal S is transmitted 

by afferent nerves and the response R alters  the brain. 

 

Experiencing pain qualia involves two simplified morphisms 

PPS:’’, nociceptor, receptor, norm, signal→spinal medulla,  afferent path,  

norm,  response 

PST:spinal medulla, afferent path, norm, signal→cerebrum, (thalamus, limbic 

system, amygdale, parietal lobe, postcentral gyrus), norm, qualia. 
 

A typical example is 

PPS:tibia nerve, nociceptor, norm, signal→spinal medulla, nociceptor path, 

norm,  response 

PST:spinal medulla, nociceptor path, norm, signal→cerebrum, (thalamus, 

limbic system, amygdale, parietal lobe, postcentral gyrus), norm, pain 
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Psychosomatic reactions 

By definition, sociopsychosomatic diseases start with a social problem 

V:I,PH,E→I,BD,S where BD=brain disorder. The problem is processed by the mind. 

Then PPS:I,BD,S→OS,R sends signal S to OS that reacts with R=tachypnea, 

R=tachycardia, R=sweating, R=pain and/or R=rising hair, depending on the target 

body part OS. Reactions in OS flow back to the mind OT by PST:OS,R→OT,R. 

whereby the person becomes aware of organic trouble. 

 

Psychosomatic reactions may also start with (unconscious) mental problems, 

emotions or beliefs that reverberate in the mind by PPS:I,OP
D,S→OS,R, 

PSP:OS,R→I,OP,S and PSP○PSP:I,OP,S→OP,R where OP and OS are different 

parts of the brain. Aspects OS may involve qualia and anxiety. The reactions are due 

to awareness and worry about the experience PSP○PSP:I,OP,S→OP,R. 

 

Behavior 

Behavior including respiratory frequency, is controlled by the voluntary motor system. 

The transmitter of muscle contraction is acetylcholine (AcCh). Peripheral motor 

nerves work as follows. 

FP
F:J, segmental nerve membrane potential, resting→J, segmental nerve 

membrane potential, norm, depolarization 

FP
F:J, segmental motor nerve, normo, depolarization→J, segmental motor 

nerve, norm,  AcCh, secretion 

FP
F:J, segmental motor nerve, norm, AcCh, secretion→J, skeletal muscle, 

norm,  AcCh, receptor binding 

FP
F:J, skeletal muscle, norm,  AcCh, receptor binding→J, skeletal muscle, 

norm,  contraction. 
 

Non-verbal behavior is manifested by 

PPS:J, skeletal muscle, norm, contracts→joint, norm,  (flexion | extension 

adduction | abduction | pronation | supination) 

PPS:(L3, L4), obturator nerve, norm, signals→adductor magnus, contracts 

PST:adductor magnus, contracts→thigh, adduction 

PST○PPS:(L3, L4), obturator nerve, norm, signals→ thigh, adduction 
 

Verbal behavior. 

The body map in the postcentral gyrus localizes sensory qualia and the origin of 

pain. The localization is mapped to Wernicke’s area and used to express the qualia 

verbally through Brocha’s area. Verbal pain expressions of qualia involve three 

paths. 
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PPS:’’, (thalamus, limbic system, amygdale, parietal lobe, postcentral gyrus), 

norm, pain qualia→’’, Wernicke, normo, verbal expressions 

PST:’’,Wernicke, normo, verbal expressions→’’, (Brocha, basal ganglia), 

normo, verbal expressions. 

PTQ:telencephalon, (Brocha, basal ganglia), normo, verbal 

expressions→pyramidal tract, motor neurons, normo, signals. 
 

From here the signals are sent to relevant muscles and joints as described above. 

 

Autonomic nervous system reactions are similar. We take two brief examples: 

PPS:’’, medulla oblongata,  N. vagus, norm, signals→gastric, norm, HCl, 

secretion 

PPS:A, medulla oblongata,  N. vagus, hyper, signals→gastric, hyper, HCl, 

secretion. 
 

Similar pathogenetic mechanisms apply to heart rate, peristalsis, sweating and 

smooth papillary hair muscles. The difference lies in the brain site OP
D. 

 

Disease and syndrome 

Disease is modeled by V:A,PH,E→A,OP
D and PSP○PPS○V:A,PH,E→A,OP

D,R. 

Syndromes are disorders with unknown etiology are modeled by 

PPS:’’,OP,S→’’,OS,S and PSP○PPS:’’, OP
D,S→’’,OP

D,R. Some examples complete 

the story: 

 

Hereditary disease 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy offers a complete example of hereditary disorder of 

striated muscle function (Dennett 1988). The general structure is OP
M=skeletal 

muscle,(a, dys), trophy. Then Duchenne muscular dystrophy is modeled by 

 

V:DMD mutation, PS, E→DMD mutation, (hips, pelvic area, thighs, shoulders,  

arms, legs, trunk), striated muscle, dys, trophy  
 

Mechanical disease 

V:running trauma, PS, E→running trauma, ’’, tibia periosteum, ‘’, contusion 

V:running trauma, PS, E→running trauma, ’’, Achilles tendon, ‘’, rupture 
 

Infections 

V: bacteria, PS, E→bacteria, OP
M, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis) 

PSP○PPS○V:pyogenic bacteria, PS, E→OP
M, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis), IR3 
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V:H. pylori)→H. pylori, gastric epithelium, ‘’, (erosion, ulcer) 
 

V:virus, PS, E→virus, OP
M, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis) 

V:HBV, PS, E→HBV, hepatocytes, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis) 

V:HBV, PS, E→HBV, hepatocyte, neo, plasia          ‘hepatocellular carcinoma 

Allergic disease 

V:allergen, PD, E→allergen, conjunctiva, ‘’, inflammation 
PD underlies the necessity of specific previous exposure. 

Chemical diseases 

V:B12 deficiency, PH, E→B12 deficiency, erythrocyte, hypo, plasia 

V:ethanol, PH, E→ethanol, hepatocyte, ‘’, fatty degeneration 
  

A healthy coupled electrophysiological reaction is the following: FP:J, region, motor 

nerve, resting, membrane potential→J, region, motor nerve, transmitter, 

release 

Electro-magnetic disease 

V:high voltage, PH, E→high voltage, myocardial, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis) 
 

Thermal disease 

V:hot gas, PH, E→hot gas, (bronchi, alveoli), ‘’, erosion 
 

Radiation disease 

V:radiation, PS, E→radiation, OP
M, ‘’, (lysis, necrosis) 

Sound diseases 

A preliminary description of the effects of a blast is given above. A more precise 

description of the morphology is 

V:air blast, PH, working place→air blast, tympanic membrane, ‘’, rupture. 

 

Social diseases 

Social etiology leaves no morphological disorders in the brain. Accordingly,  

V:sexual abuse, PH, home→sexual abuse, brain, ‘’, ‘’. 
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Essential diseases 

The etiology of many morphological disorders is unknown,  in particular carcinomas 

and autoimmune reactions. Thus,  for many lung cancers V:’essential’, PH, 

somewhere→’essential’, lung, neo, plasia. 

 

Time course 

Many languages discriminate between completed time and continual time. A 

chronological ordering can be established on the set of events, and we could 

represent it as a sequence of events (Palma 2006). Let “x>y” mean x before y. Then 

the sequence of the etiology, disorder and pathogenesis is always given by the order 

of appearance tE>tO>tP, where tX is the time of the start of the event. 

 

Conclusions 

The present study leads to a formal disease model phrased in category theory. It is 

based on an empirical clinical model that describes transitions between health and 

disease. Virulence, etiology, disorder and pathogenesis are defined by morphisms 

and clearly discriminated from each other. 

 

The overall model is PSP○PPS○V:A, PH, E→A, OP
D, PM where A is an etiological 

agent, PH is a healthy person in the local environment. OP
D is the disordered primary 

affected body part that harbors the agent and the pathogenetic mechanism PM. V is 

virulence and pathogenetic mechanism are described by PSP○PPS. Actual clinical 

examples are used to prove the existence of all the morphisms. 

 

The model is not limited to the physical environment and organic disorders. 

Pathogenetic pathways between the central nervous system organs represent 

somatopsychic and psychosomatic disorders. Natural neural networks identify, 

discriminate and memorize sensory perceptions, parse and construct linguistic 

expressions, and connect to social networks via data interchange. The categorical 

model is a powerful formal tool for representing organic, psychic and social aspects 

of health and disease. 

 

Methods 

This is a theoretical study based on an empirical medical model. The model and 

analyses are based on category theory. Proof of existence of abstract morphisms 

relies on the rule of specialization (Cohen 2008). Abstract objects X are replaced with 
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concrete objects C according to the rule C A(X)→A(C). The parentheses (…) may 

contain a list. The replacements are bounded () by existing relevant clinical objects. 

For numerical reasons and limits of space it is impossible to make all substitutions. I 

give relevant empirical examples that prove all the morphisms’ existence.  

 

Clinical facts are obtained mainly from the literature using PubMed, but also standard 

medical textbooks. My clinical experience is from pathology (3 years), primary care 

(10 years), occupational medicine (10 years), general internal medicine and 

hematology (14 years) and oncology (1 year). In addition. I use my experience from 

research in laboratory medicine (pathology/internal medicine/pathology/infectious 

medicine), clinical medicine and health informatics. 

The analysis is open, which facilitates replication. 

 

Graph theory 

Graph theory is unfamiliar to most physicians and a brief description is warranted. A 

directed graph (digraph) G consist of a set of objects N(G) and a set of morphisms 

A(G) between them (Gross 1999, Pierce 1991). Each morphism is associated with 

one or two objects. Two objects are incident if they are joined by one edge. Two 

incident arches share an object. 

 
morphisms f:A→B point from a source object A to a target object B. The arch f may 

represent a structural or functional relationship between A and B. morphisms that are 

confined within complex objects are hidden to the object’s exterior. Morphisms 

between complex objects expose structure, properties AND functions. 

 

Graphic duals 

Graph dual can be generated from topographical regions, macroscopic anatomy, 

histology, and cell and molecular biology (Bassøe 2008). They are constructed by 

placing objects delimited spatial regions. Objects in regions having common borders 

are connected by edges. For example, replace the abdominal aorta between its 

bifurcation and the first artery in cranial with an object. Replace the common iliac 

arteries with objects. Draw two morphisms from the aortic object to the iliac objects. 

Continue to replace all branches from the aorta and all arteries with objects. The 

morphisms point in the direction of the blood flow. Blood flow is continuous. To make 

the digraph arrange the morphisms head to tail. 
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Each object is identical to itself and identity morphisms come naturally. Therefore, the 

arterial system can be modelled by a category. The atria, ventricles, pulmonary 

arteries and veins, cava veins and ascending aorta can be contracted into objects and 

connected by directed arcs. This is a graphic dual of the cardiovascular circulation. 

 

Models of physiology and pathophysiology emerge from the associative composition 

of morphisms. Earlier work shows that this line of reasoning extends to other tube 

systems, parenchyma functions such as sensory and motor pathways, and many 

other natural neural networks, the musculo-skeletal system, and metabolic pathways 

(Bassøe 2007).  

 

If a patient’s heart’s digraph is not isomorphic to that of the healthy heart, then the 

patient’s heart is pathological (Bassøe 2008). If the patient’s digraph is isomorphic 

with the ventricular septum defect model, then the patient suffers from ventricular 

septum defect. 

 

Category theory 

CT is unfamiliar to most physicians, and a brief introduction is warranted. Category 

theory is a universal language and formalism based on morphisms ‘→’ or morphisms 

(Barr 1990, Mac Lane 1997, Walters 1991, Lawvere 2003). Categories consist of 

objects and morphisms between objects, an associative law of composition of 

morphisms, and identity elements.  Objects and arches in digraphs correspond to 

objects and morphisms in CT. Morphisms between any two objects have a well-

defined and unique source and target. 

 

Medical objects A, B and C, and the morphisms f:A→B and g:B→C between them 

are discrete. The composition of the two morphisms is g○f:A→C, which minimally 

requires that the domain B of g is the co-domain B of f. The identity morphism of the 

object A is IdA:A→A. f:A→B implies f○IdA=IdA○f=f. Finally, the law of associativity 

holds and says that if h:C→D then (h○g)○f=h○(g○f)=h○g○f holds whenever both sides 

of “=” is defined. 

 

Causal relations g○f:A→C between f:A→B and g:B→C minimally require that the 

domain of g is the co-domain of f. Accordingly, models of causal chains demand 

composition and are naturally offered by category theory. 
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Functors are structure-conserving maps between categories. If A, B and C are 

categories with functors F:A→B and G:B→C then F is a structure-preserving map 

between categories that maps objects in A to objects in B, and morphisms in A to 

morphisms in B. Thus, F consist of a pair of functions Fo and F1 with the property that 

if A and B are objects of A, and f:A→B is an morphism in A, then Fo(A) and Fo(B) are 

objects of B, and F1(f):Fo(A)→Fo(B) is an morphism in B. Furthermore, if g○f is 

defined in A then F1(g○f) is defined in B, and F1(g○f)=F1(g)○F1(f). It is common not to 

discriminate F from Fo and F1 and write F(g○f)=F(g)○F(f). The composition of functors 

G○F obeys the requirement of domains and codomains. Functors can also be 

considered as actions. Thus, F:A→A denotes the change of the present state A of to 

the next. 

 

Categories are formal structures. In CT, functions and control are called products and 

sums, respectively. Products are used as (mathematical) functions with zero or more 

arguments. Sums formalize the concept of control. If several pathways are possible 

then the structure of the sum controlling them determines which one is chosen. 

 

Electrocardiograms and other electrical registrations are depicted using vector 

addition and the same goes for biomechanics (Frankel 1980). The above morphism 

m=g○f:A→C can be interpreted in vector algebra. The tree morphisms m, g and f 

model a triangle ABC. The angles can be derived from the directions of the vectors 

and determine the structure of complex anatomical representations. 

 

The universal property of products means that there are two projections  A:AB→A 

and B:AB→B from the (Cartesian) product AB.  

 

Modular systems 

A modular system is formed by quasi-independent parts that not only are tightly 

integrated within themselves but also exhibit a certain degree of interdependency 

among themselves. Modularity is considered to be a prerequisite for the adaptation of 

complex organisms, their stability and evolvability (Calabretta 2000, Solé 1992, Solé 

2008). 
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